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PREFACE

All the major activities conducted by administrators, faculty, and student personnel workers in
postsecondary education institutions are, presumably, aimed toward bringing about certain
kinds =of "educational outcomes." The activities of planning, budgeting, management,
evaluation, research, scholarship, instruction, and other developmental activities for students,
and even staff development, all have educational outcomes as a primary focus. Other groups
within an educational institutionsuch as, the secretarial staff and the computer operators
are also expected to contribute to various educational outcomes.

In this "age of accountability" administrators and ethers have been especially concerned
about educational outcomes-and their measurement. Postsecondary, institutions are being
faced with increasing pressures to define, better "what they are all about," and to communicate
better their purposes and goals to many different audiences.institutions are also being called,
on to provide factual evidence that they and their programs are providing-The benefits that were
intended, and that these outcomes are being produced in a cost-effective manner. Because of
the important needs in the area of educational outcomes, NCHEMS has devoted- major
resources and efforts over the last. five. years toward developing procedures and materials to
help postsecondary education institutions collect and use outcomes information. in 1973 an
Inventory of Outcome Variables and Measures was pubiished. In 1975, the Outcome Measures
and Procedures Manual was published; giving standard definitions and alternative data
acquisition procedures for approximately 50 measures that different postsecondaryeducation
decision makers (including state legislators) said were most important for =- their needs. The
most recent development is the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure.

This document presentaan overview of 'the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure, and then provides
sometasic procedures:for using the Structure that can:haveiimportant, practical impacts for
an institution, program, or other-use context. The Outcorhes Structure is a system designed to
serve as a frameWork -for organizing information_ in an effective way for purposes of
classification, analysis, and decision making. It rests upon significant bodies of previous work,
itapracticalapplication has been tested -in a preliminary wayat one public university and eight
privatacolleges, it has been formally reactedlto by a diverse group of over 100 people, and it is:
intended to continue its)development aatime passes.

The current document is designed specifically for those who are trying to introduce and orient
the people on their campus to the Outcomes Structure and its potential, and to train people in
how to apply or use it. It also is expected to be of- day -to -day use to administrators, faculty, and
other decision makers in postsecondary education institutions. In addition, many of- the
general procedures presented here are believed to have some applicability to needs of program
and resource planners at other levels within postsecondary education, for example, planners at
the state and federal levels and planners for groups or systems of institutions.

This is The second of two documents presenting the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure. The first
one gives an indepth discussion- of the Structure, its- rationale, its development, and its
underlying empirical support.* It was prepared primarily for use by those wanting a detailed
description and conceptual discussion of -the Outcomes Structure and an in.depth
presentation- of -the concept of an "educational outcome," including researchers and
administrators or faculty specializing in outcomes. =A number of those reviewing drafts of both

0sLar J Lenmng, Yung S Lee. oainey a Meek aoki A.au L berv....e A Sttut,ture for the Outcomes of Postsecondary Education (Boulder, Colo National
Center for Hrgnet EdueationManaeoment Systems 1977)
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PREFACE (Continued)

documents expressed the opinion that many to whom this current document is aimed, would
also find the first document of interest and use as a supplemental source, and that it should be
read prior to reading this document.

The prodedures diSaLISSed in this dodurtlent are based-on logic and limited, preliminary tests.
Although these preliminary.tests obtained a number of very positive results, the real value of
the Structure will not be known until it receives widespread application. As experience with
using the Structure in many different contexts occurs, a revised version of this document will
be published to report any.insights gained and any new procedures or techniques found to be
useful.

Many of the people acknowledged in the in-depth conceptual document referred to above also
reviewed an earlier draft of this document, provided helpful suggestions, and in other ways
contributed, to the development of this document. Appreciation is hereby again extended to
them, with special acknowledgment and thanks going to George Barton, Cathleen Bower,
Edward Cooper, Jean Endo, Sidney Micek, Edward- Myers, Robert Passm'ore, Nancy
Renkiewicz, David Witmer, and participants in the CASC/NCHEMS projectincluding Task
Force members who made campus visits and the campuses where the Structure was tried out.
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INTRODUCTION

Having a wide variety of outcomes information without any structure is analogous to
possessing- a file cabinet in which the contents are arranged randomly. Similarly, without
agreement on a common language and context for outcomes, information about outcomes can
be misunderstood or be seriously misleading, and it becomes difficult for institutional officials
to communicate succinctly how their institution and program differs from its counterparts. An
effective oUtcomes.structure provides such a common language.

The sheer vctume of ,potential - ,outcomes information in postsecondary education poses a
significant barrier to using outcome information in institutional planning and management.
Although a number of attempts have been made\ to develop structural systems for organizing
outcomes information, they have been inadequate for meeting 'the practical need for
comprehensiveness and institution-wide use in postsecondary education. Because of the
limitations in the state of the art and the important planning and management needs that exist
in this area for postsecondary education; an NCHEMS project was conceived and executed
that aimed to: (1) develop a system that could effectively organize Information about the full
range of potential postsecondary education outcomes for purposes of classification, analysis,
and decision making, and (2) develop an extensive set of standard definitions for the different
types of educational outcomes. After more than two years of concentrated work, an Outcomes
Structure resultea -that reviewers-outside NCHEMS -feel has potential Jor being of use to
postsecondary education decision makers in such areas as identifying educational needs,
developing goals, translating goals into more concrete objectives, evaluating institutions and
their programs, and so forth. rurthermore, preliminary tests of the Structure at one public
university and eight small private colleges were quite -encouraging, as reported in the-base
document that gives in-depth information about the Structure, its development, and its
underlying empirical support (Lenning, Lee, Micek, and Service, 1977). Nevertheless, it is
expected that improvements will be made in the Structure as axsult of its use within .different
types of institutions and various use contexts within those institutions.

The purpose of this docUment-is specifically to provide guidance for those wishing to orient
people to the Structure and train them in its use. The first three parts. provide information about
the Structure and its use which should also be helpful to administrators,laculty, and others on
campus who wish to try using the Outcomes Structure in a practioal manner.part I presents an
overview of the Structure and its component.). Part II describes in some detail- the specific
practical uses perceived for the Structure in postsecondary education planning, management,
evaluation, and other contexts, Then, Part III lists step-by-step procedures ,for accomplishing
three basic processes that allow the Structure-to be applied as indicated in Part II. Finally, Part
IVwhich is not aimed at users directly, as are the first three partsassists trainers and others
who wish to orient people on their campus to the Structure and its use.

V
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PART I
AN OVERVIEW OF THE NCHEMS

OUTCOMES STRUCTURE

Postsecondary education outcumes_are the end
results of -the processes that occur within
postsecondary education institutions and
programs. They include both the direct results of
these processes and any short-term and long-
term consequences of those direct results.
Furthermore, some of them may be intended
outcomes while others are unintended- -and
while outcomes are generically neutral, people
will be attaching positive and/or negative values

changed; and (3) when the outcome occurs or is
intended or expected to occur. These dimensions
have been named "audience," "type-of-outcome,"
and "time," respectively, and each (except- for
time) has -been assigned a number of specifically
defined categories and subcategories. It is
intended that those dimensions and categories
not of serious concern to a partiCular user Of the
Structure will be ignored, pr will be modified and
adapted to better meet local needs and

to them. In using .the NCHEMS Outcomes `situations: (The, same is true of the various
Structure; information- about outcomes is procedures for -using -the Structure that are
orgariized according to three dimensions: (1) the described later in this dodument.) '
pertons, groups, or things that receive and/or
are affected by the outcorrle(S) of concern, or that The Outcomes Structure isillustrated graphically
are- intended to receive- or be affected by it; below. For keeping straight the three dimensions,
(2) whether-or not the outcome involvesa change it may help to talk in terms of three Wswho,
in status=maintenance verSus changeand the what, and when. Who is receiving or =being
basic, spedific entity that is maintained or affected by what outcomes and when?

AUDIENCE
DIMENSION

(Wtio or what receives
or is affected -by the
outcome, or :is intend-
ed to receive or be
affected by it?)

TYPE OF OUTCOME DIMENSION

'(What basic entity is, or is intended to
be, maintained or changed?)

TIME DIMENSION

(When is the out-
come expected to
occur, or when.does
it occur?)-

3`
12
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The Audience Dimension

Table 1 lists the major (first level of detail)
categories of the "audience" dimension. Table 2
shows subcategories (second-level categories)
separately for each of the major categories. For
those who need a shorthand for referring to
specific categories or for developing filing
systems for particular categories-of outcomes in-
formation, code numbers are also provided in
Table 2 for each category and subcategory. (The
coding scheme for the Structure is discussed in
detail in Appendix A.) For many applications of
the Structure, particular subcategories of this
dimension will need to be further subdivided into
even finer categoriessuch as, dividing students
in a program into those majoring in the program
and those just taking courses in the program, or
into disabled.students and nondisabled students.
Such."extending the Structure," as this additional
subdividing of categories of any of the dimen-
sions is called, depends on the-philosophy and
purposes of the user of the Structure and on the
context in which the application is taking place

(for exam ple,,someone using it in curricular
development will probably need different ad-
ditional categories from someone using- it in
program administrative planning). Specific
procedures for extending the Structure are pro-
vided in Part Ill of this document.

The TypeofOutcome Dimension

Table 3- presents names, definitions, and code
numbers for the five overall (first level of .detail)
categories of the "type-of-outcome" dimension.

" 4 r-ovides additional levels of detail by in-
names and code numbers for- the

.gories and subcategories into which each of
the five broadest categories has been divided.
Standard definitions along with example outcome
measures and indicators are provided in Appen-
dix B for each category and subcategory iden-
tiiiedin Table 4. As with the audience dimension,
the structure will often need to be extended on the
type -of- outcome- dimension. For example;
curriculum development it may be desirable to

Table 1

MAJOR CATEGORIES OF THE AUDIENCE!;'-DIMENSION

10. -Individual/Group ClientsThis category refers-to perSons or groups of persobs who are
direct clients of the:postsecondary education unikof concern a_ nd/or their immediate
associates, such as family and relatives or peers.

20. IntereV,Based-CommunitiesThis category refers to large groups of people that are-
identified as entities working'toward a well-defined interestor mission.

30. Geographic-Based CommOnities--This category refers to latge groups of people,
defined on the basis of-functional territcirial boundaries,

40. Aggregates of PeopleThis category refers to subpopulations of people distinguished
by particular characteristics that may indicate common concerns, needs, or wants, but
whb do not necessarily havd a common interest or mission, and therefore do not
constitute communities.

50. Other AudiencesExamples would be 'the natural environment that is affected by
university-sponsored. research (which in turn would be expected to have impacts on
audiences such as individuals and communities) and populations of animals (such as
the,.animals affected by efforts to keep depleted species from becoming extinct or by
the development of veterinary medicines).

Co -
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able 2

SUBCATEGORIES OF THE "AUDIENCE" DIMENSION
10. Individual/Group ClientsThis category refers to persons or groups of persons who are direct clients of the postsecondary education unit of

concernand/or their immediate associates, such as family and relatives or peers.

11. StudentsIndividuals or groups of Individuals who currently are enrolled In the program, Institution, or system of postsecondary sducation.

12. FormerSfudinfsInclivIduals or groups individuals who formerly were enrolled In the program. Institution, or system of postsecondary
education.

13. Family and Relatives of Students or Formor Students

14. Peers and Associates of otudents or FormerS-Sludents

15. Faculty

10. Staff Otherthan Faculty

17. Other Individual/Group ClientsAn example would be an individual who Is none of the above but Is served by an advisory service offered
by the college.-

20. IntorestBssed CommunitiesThis category refers to large groups that are Identified as entitles working toward a well - defined interest or
mission.

21, Private Enterprise CommunitiesCommunities where a major purpose Is financial remuneration and profitfor example, corporations,
small businesses, and farmers. '

22. Association Communitks Communities where members belong on the basis of affiliation rather than employment, such' as unions and
Professional societies.

23 Government CommunitiesCommunities designed to administer government regulations and services, such as city hall, state department
of education, and legislative communities. .

24. Nongovernmental/Public Service Communities Other than the Institution Producing the Outcome Nonprofit service organizations, such
-as schools hospitals, welfare agencies, philanthropic foundations. colleges, ther than the college producing the outcome), and research-
organizations.

25. Institution or Institutional Unit Producing the OutcomeThe postsecondary education institution and/or units within that institution that
are perceived as the producer/facilitator of the outcome(s) of concern.

26. Other InteristBssed CommunitiesAn example would be an ad hoc coalition task force of representatives from two or more of the above
areas.

30. GeogiaphicBssed CommunitiesThis category refers to large groups defined on the basis of functional territorial boundaries:

31. Local CommunityA township, City, county, metropolitan area, or other type of locality having particular boundaries. It Is not necessarily
restricted to the legal or jurisdictional boundary, but the functional one In which the Impact of the Institution Is (or Should be) dlreCtly and
physically felt. The boundaries will yin/ with the institutionWrograth and outcome of concern.

32. The State

33. -A RegionAn aggregation of states or parts of states,

34. The-.Nation

35. An International Community

38. Other GeographicBssed Communkiss An example would be a research discovery that affects primarily people living In the coldest
latitudes. or where It snows heavily.

40 Aggregates of PeopleThis category refers to subpopulations of people distinguished by particular characteristics that may indicate common
concerns, needs. or wants, but who do not necessarily have a common interest or mission, and therefore do not constit ute co mm unities.

41. Ability Level Subpopulations Subpopulations defined according to,tevel of ability/proficiency on general intellectual functioning or
specific skills for example, gifted, typical, disadvantaged. semlskilled. unskilled.

42. Age Subpopulalions

43. Educational Level Subpopulations

44. income Level Subpopulations.

45: Occupation Subpopulations

46, Physical Disability Condition Subpopula lions

47 Race Subpopulstions

48. So SubpO pulalions

49. Other Such Aggregates

Olhet Audiences Examples -would be the natural environment that is affected by univers,ty-sponsored research (which in turn would be
(trisected to have Impacts on audiences such as Individuals and communities) and populations of animals (such as the animals affected by
efforts to keep depleted species from becoming extinct or by the development of veterinary medicines).
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divide "intellectual skills" (code number 2250) in-
to -the following categories of Bloom's Taxonomy
(1956): ability to translate (code 22501), ability to
interpret (code 22502), ability to extrapolate (code
22503), ability to apply (code 22504), ability to
analyze (code 22505), ability to synthesize (code
22506), and ability to evaluate (code 22507).

One thing should be made clear. No program or
institution can-hope to focus on outcomes within c.

all the categories of Table 4, or perhaps even on
many of the categories. Rather, this is a universe
of possible outcome categories from which one
must pick and choosethose that are most impor-
tant, in the light of factors such as philosophy,
resources available, and clientele needs. To try to
devote primary effort .toward accomplishing too
many types of outcomes Could have disastrous
consequences.

Table 3

THE MAJOR CATEGORIES OF THE "TYPE-OF-OUTCOME" DIMENSION

Category
Code Number

The:Major "Type-of-Outcome"
Category Names and Definitions

$1,

-

1000 Economic Outcomes Maintenance -or change in :economic Characteristics and
conditions of individualt, groups, OrganilatiOns, and communitiet, e:g., -in
economic access, in economic mobility andzindependence, irkeconomic security,

.
and in indome and standard of living...,

2000 Human Characteristic Outcomes---Maintenance -or Change in:human makeup and,
characteristics (other than knOwledgeiandiunderstanding) of individuals, groups; _=
organizations, andzcommunities, e.g., aspirations, competence and skills, affective --

characteristics, perceptual characteristics, physical and 'physiological character-
istics, personality grids personal coping characteristics, recognition and certifica-
tion, and social roles. . . .

0

3000 Knowledge, Technology, andzArt Form .OutcomesMaintenaride or-change in the
knowledge and understanding, technology, or theart forms and Works poSsesSed
or mastered by individualS, groups, organizati6ns, and communities, e.g., -=
discoveries and inventions, technical- developments, syntheses and reformulations
of knowledge, new schools:Of thought in art and works created in- those neW-
traditions, renovation of 'artworks. ,

.1,

1600 Resourcerand Service Provision- Outcomes Maintenance or- change in !he direct
resources andzservices (other than-thoieincluded-above) provided --to individuals,
groups., organizations, and communities; e.g., Orovidingz facilities, events,
advisory assistance, analytic assistance, teaching, health care, andileaderahip.

5000

s

OtherMaintenance and Change OutcomesExamples would -be: maintenance or
change in the format, arrangement, activity, or administrative operation of- an
organization or institution; maintenance or change in the aesthetic /cultural-- level
of-the localzcommunity; maintenance or change in-familyzor community activities,
practices, and traditions...



Table 4

CODED LISTING OF THE SECOND- AND THIRD-LEVEL SUBCATEGORIES
FOR EACH FIRST-LEVEL CATEGORY OF THE TYPE-OF-OUTCOME DIMENSION4

Category
Code Number Entity Being_Maintained or Changed

Category -
Code Number Entity Being Maintained or Charged

.
1000 ECONOMIC OUTCOMES

el

1100 Economic Access and independence Outcomes :
1110 Economic Access -
1120 Economic Flexibility, Adaptabiiity,.and Security
1130 income and Standard of Living

1200 Economic Resodrces and Costs
1210 Economic Costs and Eff;ciency Cz)

1220 Economic Resources (inch -ding employees)

1300 Economic Production
1310 Economic Productivity and Production
1320 Economic Services Provided

1400 Other Economic Outcomes

2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

2760 Power and/or Authority
2770 Jcb, School, or Life Success' i..

2700 Other Status, Recognition, and qrt hIcation Outcomes
2800 Social Activities and Roles

2810 Adjustment to Rethement
2820 Affiliations
2830 AvoCational and Social Activities and Roles
2840 Career and Vocational Activities and Roles -

2850 Citizenship Activities and Roles c
2863 Family Activities and Roles
2870 Friendships and Relationships
2880 Other Activity and Role Outccme3

2900 Other Hulhan Characteriatic OutcOmea -, ..

2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES

2100 Aspirations
2110 Desires, Alms, and Gr.,als
2120 Dislikes, Likes, and interests-
2130- Motivation or Drive Level
2140 Other Aspirational Outcomes

2200- CompetenCe and Skills .

2210- Academic Skills
2220- Citizenship and FaMily14/2mbership Skills
2230 Creativity Skills-
2240- Expession and CommunIcation Skills

- -2250 InTellectual Skills
2260 Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational Skills
2270 Ocdupational and Employability,Skills
2280 Physical and Motor Skills
2290 Other Skill Outcomes

2300 Morale, Satisfaction, and Affective Characteristics
2310 Attitudes and Values
2320 Beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2330- Feelings and Emotions
2340 Mores, Customs, and Standards of Conduct
2350 Other Affective Outcomes

2400 Perceptual Characteristics )
2410 Perceptual Awareneils and Serisitivily
2420 Perception of Self
2430 Perception of Others -

2440 Perception of Things
2450 Other Perceptual Outcomes

2500= =Personality and Personal Coping Characteristics
2510 Adventurousness and Initiative

o
3000 KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ART FORM OUTCOME§

3100 General Knowledge'and Understanding
3110 Knowledge and Understanding of General Facts old

Terminology
3120 Knowledge and Understanding of General Processes
3130 Knowledge and Understanding of General Theory
3140 Other General Knowledge and Understanding

3200 Specialized Knowledge and Understanding
3210 Knowledge and Un,derStanding of SpccializedFacts

and Terminology
3220 Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized ,

Processes
3230- KnoWledge and Undeistanding of Specialized Theory

, 3240 -Other Specialized Knowledge and U_ nderstendlng

3300 Research and Scholarship
3310- Research and Scholarship Knowledge and

Understanding e ,
3320- ResearCh and Scholarship Products

3400 Art Forms and Works
3410 Architecture
3420 Dance
3430 Debate and Oratory_
3440 Drama

,

3450 Literature and Writing`
3460- _music .
3470- Painting, Drawing, and Photography
3480 Sculpture
3490 Other Fine Arts-

3500 Other Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomes

2520 Autonomy and independence
2530 =Dependability and Responsibility
2540- Dogmatic /Open- Minded, Authoritarian/Democratic
2550 Flexibility and Adaptability
2560- Habits A

2570- Psychological Functioning
2580 Tolerance and Persistence
2590 Other Personality and Personal Coping, Outcomes-

2600 Physical and Physiological Characteristics
2610 Physical Fitness and Traits
2620 Physiological Health
2630 Other Physical or Physiological Outcomes

2700 Status, Recognition. and Certification
2710 Completion or Achievement Award
2720 Credit Recognition
2730- Image, Reputation, or Status
2740 Licensing and Certificatioh
2750 Obtaining a Job or Admission to a Follow-up Program

4000 RESOURCE AND SERVICE PROVISION OUTCOMES

4100 Provision of Facilities and Events
4110 Provision of Facilities
4120 PrOvision or Sponsorship of Events

4200 Provision of Direct Services
- -4210 Teaching

4220 Advisory and Analytic Assistance
4230 Treatment, Care, and Referral Service_ s .

4240 Provision of Other Services

4300= Other Resource and Service Provision Outcomes

5000 OTHER MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE OUTCOMES

5100 Aesthetic-Cultural Activitiei, Traditions, and Conditions

5200 Organizational Format, Activity, and Operation

.5300 Other Maintenance and Change

a The fourthlevel categories. into which any of the Categories listed here can bedivided, are maintenance (a fourth digit of '1") and "Change" (a fourth digit of "2")
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The Time Dimension

No formal categories and subcategories were
assigned to the time dimension because no time
categories would apply across all audience
categories. Furthermore, even at the broadest
level, the time categories of interest would be ex-
pected to vary depending on the philosophy of the
user of the Structure and the particular need in his
or her context. Time is so important in planning,
however, that it was still made a dimension of the
Structureand the categories to use were left
completely up to the user.

To illustrate how specialized the taxonomy for_ the
time dimension may need to'be, Ms. Jean Endo of
the University .of Colorado at Boulder reported to
this writer on recommended times during the year
for collecting student outcomes and related data
using survey questionnairesas based on their
experiencesand when during the students'
college and alumni career different data should
be collected. These can be transformed into a
"Taxonomy of Times to Consider for Collecting
Undergraduate Student Outcomes Data Using
Survey Questionnaires," as shown in Table 5.

Table 5

TAXONOMY OF TIMES.TO CONSIDER FOR COLLECTINGUNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT OUTCOMES DATA USING SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRESa

100 Data from Lower Division-Students
110 Data from Freshman Students

11 -1 Data Collected Prior to Fall Registration
112 Data Collected One Month Following the First Day of Classes in the Fall
113 Data Collected One Month Prior -to First SeineSter Final Exams
114 -Data Collected One Month After Spring Semester Classes Begin
1'15 Data Collected One-Month Prior to Spring Semester Final Exams
116 Other. for Example, in the Middle of the Summer Term

120 Data from Sophomore Students
121 Data Collected Prior to Fall Registration
122 Datatollected One Month Following the First Day of Classes in the Fall
123 DataCollected One Morith Prior to First Semester Final Exams
124 Data Collected One Month After Spring Semester ClaSSes Begin
125 Data Collected One Month Prior to Spring Semester Final Ex_ ams
126 Other, for Example, in theMiddle of the Sumrher-Term

200- Data from Upper Division StudentsS
210 -Data from Junior Students

.211 Data Colletted Prior to Fall Registiation -
212 Data Collected One Month Following the First Day of Classes in the Fall
213 Data Collected One Month Prior to First Semester Final Exams -

214 Data Collected One Month-After Spring Semester Classes Begin
215 , Data Collected One Month Prior to Spring Semester Final Exams
216 Other for Example, in the Middle of the Summer Term

220 Data from SeniOr Students
221 Data Collected Prior to Fall Registration
222 Data Collected One Month Following the First Day of ClaSSes in the Fall
223 Data Collected One Month Prior to First Semester Final Exams
224' Data Collected One Month After Spring Semester Classes Begin
229, Data Collected One Month Prior to Spring Semester Final Exams
226 Other, for Example, in the Middle of the Summer Term

300 Data from Alumni
310 Data Collected at Graduation
320 Data Collected One Year after Graduation
330 Data Collected Five Years after Graduation
340 Other, for Example, Data_ Collected 20 Years after Graduation

400 Other, for Example, Data Collected after Students Have "Dropped Out"

aThese categories and subcategories are based specifically on the data collection expenenceS of staffin the Office of the ViceChancellor for Academic
Affairs at the University of Colorado, Boulder Therefore, they may not be entirely appropriate for other postsecondary InStilutions.
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PART H

THE POTENTIAL USES
OF THE OUTCOMES STRUCTURE

A number of potential uses have been perceived
for the Outcomes Structure by various people who
reviewed it, some of which have been tested in a
preliminary way and found promising.,This sec-
tion will discuss these proposed_uses and provide
examples.

Only time and widespread use in a variety of dif-
ferent institutional and other settings will tell
whether the so-far promising potential of the
Structure will "bear fruit." Such use will also
probably suggest modifications for future -ver-
sions of the Structure, and adaptations in ap-
plication procedures that need tcitie made foklif-
ferent types of users and for different types of in-
stitutions. The procedures in -this document are
only a start, and feedback from users of the Struc-
ture is solicited.

1 Communication
It is felt that if the terms and their definitions
in the Structure are agreed to by a large num-
ber of planners and managers in postsecond-
ary educationand those that are not agreed
to are modified accordingly in future editions
of the Structureit can serve as a useful
common- language where the outcome con-
cepts and relationships remain constant -from
one use of outcomes information to another.
In-other words, the aim was= to develop a
"workable language" for more effective com-
muniCation-about postsecondary education
outcomes. Having kept the terms, definitions,
and the order of placement as neutral and
value-free as- possible should facilitate such a
purpose.

If -the- Structure terms, definitions, and
relationships do gain widespread acceptance,
they should -help institutional administrators
and faculty to communicate more clearly and
succinctly_ about the goals and outcomes of
the institution and its programs to many im-
portant publicssuch as legislators, com-
munity leaders and citizens, employers, foun-

datie;Is and other funders, alumni, and
prospective students and their parents. In this
"age of accountability," such communication
is essential in order to maintain public support
and to attract the needed students. For ex-
ample, in a recent prospective student infor-
mation needs assessment study coordinated
by this author, involving questionnaire
responses by several thousand- relevant
people and interviews with over 500, clear and
concise information about student= outcomes
ranked very high as information that prospec-
tive students need.

The- Structure can be just as useful- for com-
MuniCation about outconies within.the-in-
stitution. For!example, pairS; of members of a
.tudeilt -Learning Outcomes Task Force from
the Council for the Advancement= of Small
Colleges_(OASC)-visited -four small iprivdte
colleges -to interview -administrators, faculty
members,,and- students about the speCific
learning activities emphasized in their
progams. After discussing-activities in each-
interview, categories-21 the NCHEMS-Oul-
Comes Structurewere introducedninen attempt'
to -have the interviewees link their_activitieS
to outcome areas. The Structure Was=faund
useful for this purpose, but the intervieWers
also noted in talking -to faCulty -froth different
`disciplines that the Structure servecras a
"taxonomic device for. communicating out,
comes across disciplinary lines."

2. Stimblation
In the preliminary tryout of the- Structure,
there was- much evidence that the =Structure
can stimulate administrators and faculty to
start thinking.more about what they= are trying
to,accomplish for different groups of students

'at their institution or ib their programs,_and to
. consider outcomes in a_more systematic and

concrete manner than they have before. For
example, =in the= CASC project mentioned
above, the interviewers had a difficult time



switching the conversation from the "comfort-
able" topic of activities to the- "uncomfort-
able" topic of outcomes, but the Structure
categories -helped them- to do so. As the Syn-
thesizer of the notes from the various inter-
viewers, Dr. Edward Lunain stated, "Without
the Outcomes Structure Categories, the
faculty members could have focused on ac-
tivities without any systematic examilation of
the'larger purposes."

The CASC Task Force. conducted another
project involving _visits to four other small
colleges, this time jointly. with NCHEMS, that
involved a two-person CASO/NCH,EMS team
going on camput to orient administrators,
faculty, and students to Outcomes concepts
and the Structure through a half-day
workshop, and then conducting interviews
with individuals in each of those groups for
one and one-half days. In- the interviews,
=respondents Were first asked-to-106k at the
audience dimension==categorieS and then -to
point out those they fell_were important to
consider:in planning outcomes- for -the ins
stitution-or foi the particular- program of
special concern-to them; Then they_Were asked:
which; if any, student subgroups in their
:program or area of concern had important
enough =outcome: needs unique-to -them that
they shouldibe considered separately:in plan-
ning,forthe program- or-area.

-Next- the-rpspondents =rated the detailed-
-categorietnot the-Aype-of-outcorne dimension-
according to which -were considered toe
'essential, which-were importan-t,_and -wh'ich
_were less_than important as !student- learning
outcomes for the =important- (for-- planning)-
groups of- students in-the- institution -or- the

,program-of special,Concem-to -them. Forone
=or two _of:the-categories-selected as "essen-
tial,"-they _were=asked_Aolistseveratapecific,

-observable outcomes-that were =or ,shOuld be-
_emphasized- forthost students,and measures
orindicalOrs that -they felt-=would coostituta
-conCrete=evidence aslo-wheth-er-or not those
specific outcomesroccurred. Then:they were
asked: to = identify -the -specific student ex-
periences -and activities that =they felt=would-

-most=contribute to the- realizatiop-of -those--
prioritylearning-outcomes=thathad'beenziden-
tified-.; Finally, -they were -asked _their im-

pression of the utilityof the Structure now that
they had gone through this experience.

All-of the students, most of the faculty mem-
bers outside of education, and many of the
administrators reported that they had never
before really thought like this about what their
institution or program was trying to accom-
plish for its students,=-and the majority of these
people reacted positively to the question
about utility of the Structure. As one faculty
member stated (paraphrasing him), "I'm sure
that -I have always had in the back of my mind
what I Specifidally wanted to accomplish for
my students but have never been able -to
state it in formal, concrete, and systematic
_terms like this until now." Another-stated, "It
has Madame stop and think about what we are
trying to accoMplish,,and it is making the of.)
jectives in the back of My-mind,conscious."
=And :at a director ,of development-stated
(paraphrasing _again), "I now see many con=
crete things I neverbeforathoughtto Mention

'to =foundations; employers, and- others= in the
community that our institution -is tryingto ac-
complish-for its- students." Other people felt
that the 'Structure could stimulate peOple to
focus on -the "Why _of outcomes," to- "raise
questions,"--to "think in a concrete manner,"
and. t6 "provide stimulation- to guide,
direction." Clearly the Structure Would seem
to have -great poteritial= as a device for
stimulating_a-variety of peopleto think more
about the outcomes-they want accompliShed,
and: in a- -more systematic and concrete
=manner than they have previously: This,:initurn,
could lead to usefu=l= and -stimulating: group

=discussion:aboutAhe=outcomes- desired, for a
program or =institution, and= about=, alternative

s Strategies forbringingAhem about.

3. Planning, Management, and Evaluation
There areAhree "basic processes" that involve
the direct application of the Outcomes Struc-
ture. These processes in turn can serve impor-
tant functions -in.- postsecondary= education
planning, management, and evaluation. Step-
by-Step insti uctions for these processes' are
provided- in Part II of this document. In the
discussion to follow, the processes -will be
referred to as Process 1, =Process 2, and
Process 3. Their respective descriptions are:
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PROCESS 1 Generating lists of priority outcomes
through application of the Outcomes
Structure.

PROCESS 2 Classifying outcomes through application
of the Outcomes Structure

PROCESS 3 Storing and retrieving outcomes information
through application ofthe Outcomes
Structure.

Some functions in which these processes may
be useful are:

A. Needs Assessment. In this "time of ac,
countability;" the importance of knowing
the outcome wants and needs of prospec-

t tive clientele groups is increasingly being
recognized by postsecondary education
,planners and managers. Needs assess-
mant, as this process is commonly called,
inVolveP(among other activities) surveying
these:client groups-and yarious Poncerned
others =to try -to ascertain needs, wants,
and expectancies. The'Structure could
suggest areas_ of ;needs assessment focus

=to consider. Furthermore-, many- of the
items._on such surveys are stated -in
outcome terms, and-the Structure provides
a comprehensive-,;oniversp of outcome=
categories that Parybe Li-sea:Ito:stimulate
thinking-about specifio outcomes-items
and to ensurpthat allpreas of potential im-
portanCe are cons_ igeredior coverage in the
questionnaire-. A similar universe of
categories was found- to -be- useful in=
developing the prospective student infor-
mation-needs assessment-questionnaire-
referred to previously. Carefully thought-
oUt lists of outcomes andiclasses -of out=
comes kir different audiences resulting
from either Process 1 -or Process=,2 can-be
used to determine outcome items- for the
survey farms.

B. Goarldentifioation. Another important
:planning function is determining and
developing- priorities=fo-r-goals anctobjec-
tives of the-institution or institutional unit
of concern/-NeedsrassesSment results are:
useful =input-to such =a goal -identification
process, and an application of Processes 1
and, 2 to needs assessment has already

been mentioned. Some goals (called out-
come goals) focus on the outcomes that
are desired and intended for the institution,
program, or other unit of concern. Others,
which are often related to outcome goals
and which some people consider also to be
outcomes because they- are a desired
result of institutional processes, focus on
such things as levels of resources and -par-
ticular environmental, climate, and process
conditions or levels (process goals). Goal
identification involves taking the broad
mission statements of the institution or the
missions of institutional units and trans-
forming them into the more specific goals
that are appropriate as based on needs
assessment results.'

The "type-of-outcome" dimension of the
Outcomes-Structure is comprehensive-in
its coverage of types of outconies, is
hierarchical in nature, and :has several
levels of-detail. It has-broad outcomes at
the first level of detail, and increasingly.
specific outcomes at each- succeeding
level of Therefore, since the
definition of an "outcome goal" is "desired
outcome;" the-Structure is appropriate for
use in the _goal-identif ication task. (Other
aids in this process are alSo-available,.for
example, the --Educational- Testing Service
Institutional Goals Inventory.) And, in ef-
fect, that is exactly what Process 1 is all
ibaUt-FOLeach important audience of the
institution or inttitutional-unit of concern,
the process leads to a Iffrof-desired,
specific priority outcomes. The =inter-
viewees :in -the joint CASC/NCHEMS
Of9ject cited earlier were-in effect ziden-
tifying their outcome goals for their in-
stitution or program -through an ab-
breviated version of Process 1,,but-they did
not explicitly involve-an,integration of for,
mal mission with needs - assessment -data.

C. Goal Assessment. After a list of goals for
an- institution or program has been 4or-.
mulated; it is desirable to test its adequacy

'-For a more thorough discussion of the goal Identification process that Includes
a discussion of integrating mission With needs assessment dataand of consensus
seeking processes concerning gbals, see 0:t. Lenning and S.S. Mica. "Defining
and Communicating Institutional MissioniRolerScope and Priorities: The Needs of
Different Ives of Postsecondary Institutions, paper presented at the annual
meeting AI the American Educational Research Association, San Francisco, April
1976 (ERIC document ED 121376).
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of coverage. For outcome goals, one way of
doing this is to use Process 2 to classify all
of the goals in the list, and then to apply (or
reapply) Process 1 to those areas of the
Structure that seem to be important but to
which none'(or few) of the goals are
assignedto determine the "holes" or
"gaps."

Staff at the University of- Colorado at
Boulder over a-period of years, through
surveys and interviews, of important clien-
tele groups, had developed several lists of
intended outcomes that they felt confident
were comprehensive for -their needs.
Therefore, NCHEMS hired one of'the coor-
dinators. ofrthat project -to evaluate the
coverage of those lists using _the Outcomes
Structure in the manner describ9d above.
To the. staff's: surprise they 'found that

--several- outcome areas that they Con-
Sidered tofbe-quite impojtanthad been
ovectdokedj,n the development of their
Slists: Thus, theyareleviSing,theifiliats
cordingly7endfrafab(.Their freShmest Student
tlueStiorin-afre Whioh-was batedifilbaiton--
=their IlSts.

Spring ArborCollegVohe of-the,baraci;
_pants in theloioLCABC/NCHEMS:project,
used a -differentmethod'of applying -the
structure-ito_achieve similar results.They
took-liSts of outcome goals for the -institution
and sepArately for -each of a-number-of
ProgeamsSOme_ of- -the- gOals -had--been
developed through use of-the Institutional'.
=Goals InV_entory: and -others -had--been
developed:in:an -open-ended =man ner=and
-classified--them into-the -fiya broad- (first-
level-of_detail)_categorieaof-the Outcomes
Structure Type -of - Outcome dimension.
'-Then agoal-profile graph,thatindicated=the
number -of -goals assigned-to-each category
-was drawn separately- for -the institution-,
_and_each:Progra-m-. For -- several' programs,
theyidiscoveredlype-of-outcome-_cetegories-

N-_,having-few7goals as-signedlo-lhem, which
on reflection--they= felt should have had
-many- goals; -while one ormbre-othercate-
goriesended.upiwith larger-percentages-of
=the goals than they-had-anticipated.

D. Goal Translation. In order to determine the

measures or indicators on which data
should be collected for evaluation of the
institution and/or program, goals must be
translated into observable, measurable
objectives. If- Process 1 is carried to its
most detailed level (specific, concrete, ob-
servable outcomes), and, appropriate in-

. dicators or measures and desired perfor-
mance levels on them are determined, one
has reached the objective level which is,
one thing the CASC/NCHEMS project 'was
attempting-(successfully; considering the,
time available in each interview) to -do. Use
of the sample indicators and measures
listed in the right-hand column of Appendix
B may be helpful -to stimulate thinking
about what. measures, and what objective
levels on those measures, would -be most
appropriate for the goals that were select-
ed. A future prqject at NCHEMS will-
develop relatively-'comprehensive lists of
measures and indicators for selected
categories of the Structure, -from- which
planners'and managers can choose those
most appropriate for thein.

E. Allocation rind: Utilization -Planning-and-
Management-One imporiant-administrativa
planningifunction-is-lesource allOcation

-decitionsabout.how-the=available-money,
staff, and ---othefirfeaaurces'-should -be
-applied.-Goatidentification=and-translatron
-results- are important = 'considerations -in
making.allocationdedisi3One.-Sols-the time

-when_tha-oUibomes-a-re,eipected-to occur
and 41-ow long-They are expected --to=last,
inforrnation that -can--be determined -in-
Process -1 and-ProdesS.2.

Process 1 or Prodess -2'.may also aid'ins
other planning decisions, such as program,
activity planning -and curricUlum develop,
ment. (When interviewees in the CASC/
NCHEMS project_ were asked to, specify the
most-importantstudentiexperiences-and
activities-to use for the different priority
outcomes they had-specified, they ,weie in
a"planning -phase.) -And= that planning in
turn provides general guidance forday-to-
day operations. -Another planningfunction
mentioned under goal translation is what
measures or indidators to use for collec-
tion of evaluative 'data, and performance
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levels. If certain outcomes are not expect-
ed but seem to have some probability of
occurring, data should also be collected for
them. A related planning decision is-when
to collect various evaluative data (a
management function), and the "time" in-
formation gathered in Process 1 or 2
should aid this decision.

In the joint CASC/NCHEMS project inter-
views, use of the Structure for planning at
levels within the institution that had not
been considered when designing the Struc-
ture were emphasized by some. For ex-
ample, a number of faculty members felt -con-
fident that use-of the Structure could be
quite helpful -in developing courses within
the curriculum. Furthermore, :several
students and one student personnel ad-
rrtinistrator expressed the opinion that the
Structure could be useful-to students in
planning what they want from their college
careers.

F. =Evaluation. Determihing whether the _in-
tended'andiplanned outcomes_actuallysoc-
curred'is an evaluation=f unction; as -is -the
determination of Whether unintended out-
comes- =have- Occurred. Because =it- relates
back -to-th0- outcome- goals (intended- out-
comes) -and_ the intended quality of in-
stitutional and program: processes for
-achieving =those goals, sUccess =in the
evaluation-phase-depends greatly on the
goal=setting and planning phases. The.data
for the measures or indicators selected
duringlhe planning process, With-the help
of:Process 1-or-Processz2 andAppendix B,
have presumably been collected at ap-

;_propriate timesitimes also decidedzduring
the panning_ process 'through =input
stimulated by the Structure-"time"=dimen-
sion). If so, theiac'tual Vutcomes- and: out-
come levels: can-te compared- to the
.desirecfoutcomes andioutcome levels, and:
any_unintended outcomes thatareobserved
may be essessed. Then the= evaluation
results and interpretations-can beifed back
to-guidesnew=gcal-settincpand planning. If
data are being collected=fora largenumber
of measures pertaining to thousands-of
students at several or many different-times
during their college careers, computerized

storage of the outcomes information; using.
Process 3, becomes essential. Inter-
pretations of the discrepancies found be-

. tween each important desired outcome and
its associated actual outcome can be fed
back to the planting process to aid in
decisions about modification, revision,
replacement, or termination-of activities,
resources, direction of effort, and so f9rth.

The evaluation phase involves much more
than just comparing actual outcomes to in-
tended, outcomes. It includes data and
analyses (plans for which should also have
been a part of the planning phase) to an-
"swer, questions such as the following:
Does the outcome result from this post-
secondary education institution- or in-
stitutional unit? How do we know? Have
resources, including those embodied in the
enteilng students, been accounted for?
What is the value of the outcomes as com-
pared to their cost?

Evaluation is closely related,to the function
mentioned earner of cornmunicating with _

-funders and other concerned publics. (The
irnage of the institution and its programs is
crucial in ettracting_funds, students who
will-be happy=there,_and_a_good-dtaff.) Ills
hoped that more-precise evaluative data
about-the institution and its programswill
be-available:from application-of the Strucr
ture. With this kndwledge, and more
precise terminology, administrators and_
faculty-maybe_able to communicate-more
succinctly what their institution is accbm-
plishing-for individuals =and=society, and
how- their =institution and its_ programs dif-
fer from their counterparts.

4. Research
All three of the "basic processes" outlined in
the preceding subsection -may- be useful =in
both basic and= applied outcomes_research.

, Process =1 results can suggest- gaps in the
comprehensive set of outcomes that need ,o
be researched, either for specific types of out-
comes or large arras of outcomes. It can also,
when ,considered with the sample measures
and indicators presented in Appendix B,
suggest outcomes and== classes =of outcomes
where -the- development of new measures
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should be especially focused. Results of
studies found in -the literature, pools of out-
comes questionnaire items used in various
studies, pools of outcome measures that have
been collected, literature references of out-
come studies, data collected in large-scale
studies, and so forth, can be classified using
Process 2. They they can be stored in a corn-
outer storage bank within locations keyed to
the most detailed classes, and be made
available for retrieval in aggregated or
disaggregated form at the proper time for any
analyses desired (Process 3). In addition to the
three basic processes, the relationships
among the various classes and subclasses of
the Structure itself. -can provide research
hypotheses that should be tested out. One
reviewer of the Structure reported that his
examination suggested to him an extensive
outcomes research agenda that needs to- be
commenced. In addition =to the= research
questions implied above; other possible

0

questions stimulated by the Structure include
the following: What are the real (as opposed to
folklore) outcomes of postsecondary educa-
tion? What outcomes naturally go together
form clusters or constellations? Which
outcomes last longest? Which clusters of
outcomes are most valuable?-What indicators
and measures are most appropriate for the
different categories cf the Structure, and how
can we go beyond opinions to observing facts
and "hard data?" Which processes *ii`eld
which outcomes for whom? What are ne
relationships of costs to value added for -dif-
ferent types of.ouicomes? What factors im-
pact on outcomes of different types, and-how
can we understand such relationships? How
do the outcomes of institutions, programs,
and other postsecondary education settings
vary for different audiences? Which outputs
(direct outcomes) lead to which impacts (in-
direct outcbmes)?
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PART III
GUIDELINES FOR USING THE

OUTCOMES STRUCTURE TO ACCOMPLISH
THREE BASIC PROCESSES

The Outcomes Structure is a framework for use in
organizing and classifying information about
educational outcomes. It allows placement of
outcomes- along -three basic dimensions: audi-
ence, type-of-outcome, and time. Unless one has
decided who or what is to receive or be affected
by the outcome of interest the audience direc-
tions for a course of action are missing. The same
is true- concerning whether we are striving to
maintain or to change characteristics and= con-
ditions, and specifically what it is weare tryind to
maintain or changethe type-of-outcome.
Similarly, planning related to _ducational out-
comes -can be adversely affected if we give no
thought -to when the outcomes should occur. And
evaluation may not be useful if evaluative data are
not collected at the= proper time.

This -- section- describes threebasic processes -for-
use oflhe-Structure: (1) generating-useful lists-of-
desired- or expected:_priority-outcomes -for an-in-
stitution=orinstitutional unit,=(2)-classifying -the
outcomes orbutcomes-information_sin available
-lists, for an-institution-or institutional- unit,-and
discovering where-there are-important "holes"-or
"gaps,"-and (3)-storing and retrieving--outcomes
-information. As discutted in--Part -If, -these
processes-can-te_applied-in various ways-to aid
important -decision processes in --the- areas of-
needs- assessment, goal- identification-, goal
assessment, goal-translation, planning- and
management, and- evaluation.:Furthermore,:they
carvbeapplkg.i_at=theinstitution-wide level, at the
program_ordepartmental level, and at other-levels
-such-at-planning Courses,. student planning,_state
system-planning.

Process 1: Generating Lists of Priority Outcomes
Developing a listing of the-desired outcomes is
especially important forplanning, whether it be
planning for a course, planning for a curricular
program, planning for an academic department,

planning for an institution, or planning -for a
system of institutions. (As mentioned earlier, it
also is extremely important for tasks such as
evaluation, but these tasks derive and extend
from the planning function.) In addition, the
listing should give some indication of priority: -for
example, which of the- outcomes are essential,
which, are valuable, and which have little or no
value. Process 1 consists-of applying -The Out-
comes Structure to develop such a litting.
Decisions (choices) will be made ateach of the
steps that follow. "Who decides " -gill not-be
discutsed here it depends orrlocalfactorteuch
as organizational:arrangement, administratiVe
styles, and- customary =procedures. -It Is strongly,

_recommended; howeVer, -that tome person have
clear authority and assigned responsibility for
making these:decisions and that well- thought-out
decision:procedures be developed. In addition, it
isiimplartant that, representatives ofeachimajor
concernedgroup on campus,:including:ttudents,
be involved through, providing input -for these
decisions. Theraare a number ofways thit can be
done-7-for example, "town 'hall': meetings, com-
mittees, interviews' surveys, card- sorts, or- the

=Delphi technique may be Cited. It also would be
desirable to getinpUt from concerned Off-Camput-
groups such as Community leaders, alumni, and
members of thecommunity atlarge. Although the
user may wish to modify the procedures -from=
those that are suggested, the following are
general procedures that evolVed from preliminary:
tests of fire Structure. =But let it be made clear,
local-options are encouraged, ,whether therbe
modifications in the procedures -for using the
Structure or in the content of-the- Structure itself.
For example, inithe joint CASC/NCHEMS visits to
colleges, time was short so some- of the= steps
were omitted and all others abbreviated:

Outcomes for.Whom? Before beginning to=tii!nk
about -the types of outcomes or about specific
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outcomes, it is important to consider the audi-,
ence that is meant to receive benefits from or in
other ways be affected by the academic in-
stitution or the unit of concern within that in-
stitution. There are many potential audiences (for
example, students and those who influence
students,-such as parents and counselors; gover-
nors, legislators, mayors, and voters; and society,
as represented by employers and buyers [that is,
consumers] in the market place). The purpose is
to choose those which should be of concern in
planning for outcomes. Too often in institutional
planning,the-target audiences for major intended
outcomes are not formally specified, which
reduces the potential for tailoring the planned in-
stitutional' activities to fit the characteristics-and
situation of the audience. The "audience" dimen-
sion of the Structure was developed to facilitate

r) determining the people, the communities, or the
other entities specifically intended by the in-
stitutional og program planners to receive or be af-
fected by outcomes of the institution/institutional
unit. The primary= categories of= the audience
dimension are shown in Table 1 on page, 4. (As
mentioned-previously, code numbers have been
assigned to the categories, and -the coding
scheme is ,discussed_in Appendix A.) Note that
thdre are _five= major (first-level) audience
categorles, one being,en "other" category. Not

Clo "other" categories make the Structure
more flexible and able to meet the needs of
unique institutions, but also they stimulate =the
user of the Structure to ask whether there are ad-
ditional audiences for the institution's outcomes
that should be considered.

STEP -1 Decide which of the broad audience
categories =in Table 1- are important
recipients of the outcomes of the -in-
stitution orinstitutional unit of:concern.

STEP-2 Lbok at Table 2 -on page 5. For each
major audience category selected in
Step 1, decide, which of the sub-
categories (second-level) in Table 2 are
important recipients of the outcomes of
the-institution or institutional unit of
concern.

STEP 3 It may be helpful when thinking about
the outcomes to-be even more specific
than -the categories listed in Table 2,

C.

concerning who or what,are the audien-
ces of concern. Therefore, for each
audience subcategory- selected for
focus, it is suggested that- specific
significant groups within the category
be listed. Examples for the "students"
category in Table 2 might be "students
who entered out of high school" and
"older 'students." (Instead of older
students it might be desirable to have
even more specific groups, such as
"veterans," "homemakers," "retrainees,"
and "retired persons.")_A set of examples
for students that might be especially
pertinent for a=curricular program are
"students majoring in the program" and
"nonmajors taking courses in the
program." Examples of more detailed
categories for private enterpriSe com-
munities might be- "major corpora-
tions in -the-Community" (it could be
helpfullo list them if there arse onlya few
or- to list the different types), "small
business firms in the community"_(again
a- listing Of -different types-could be
useful later), and "area farmers." Note in
the last set of examples that we in effect
combined two quite different second-
order bategories: "local community" and
"private enterprise communities-."

The lists of more specific audience
-types generated -for the various
"audience" subcategories of concern. in
Table 2 can be used in several ways,
whichever seems more helpful, to the
person -using the Structure: (a) they can
be used as =cues to Stimulate thinking-
about specific outcomessfor the Table -2
categories selected, (b) they can be
made into:third-level categories of the
audience dimension, to insure more
sp'ecificity in categorizing- outcomes,
and (c) -some of them can be handled as
in (a) above, and others as in (b) above.

STEP 4 The audience categories on' which you
wish to- focus spedificattention
developing -lists of desired- educational
outcomes have been- determined in"
Steps 1-3. Now print each of -these
category names,at the top of separate
sheets of blank paper- (one audience
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6

category per sheet). In addition, for each
Category, print near the top of the sheet
any audience ey_amples that would
presilmably be helpful' in stimulating
thinking about specific desired out-
comes for that audience category (as
suggested in a of Step 3).

.What Outcomes? Now that you have a group of
sheets with an important audience category
printed at the top of each, you are ready ibTproceed
to the "type-of-outcomse" dimension of the Struc-
ture. The purpose now is to determine' which out-
comes are important for each audience that has
been chosen as sufficientlyimportant to merit
separate consideration in planning for the in-
stitution or- pi:0gram of concern. The type-of-
outcome dimension identifies whether or not the
outcome involves a change in status (mainte-
nance verstis change), and the basic entity that is
maintained or changed, (such as knowledge and
understanding, skills and competencies, at-
titudes and values, certification _ status, income,
standard of living, social= interactions, and art
forms or expression).

STEP 5 Order the sheets according to which
audiences should be-focused on first in
listing specific outcomes, and which
last. That way, if you run out of time, you
will have completed:lists of outcomes
for what you consider to be the most im-
portant or relevant audiences for the in-
stitution/institutional unit of concern.
Criteria that may be helpful in this or-
dering process include such factors as
whether the primary impact is likely to
be direct or indirect (the institution often
has moire control and opportunity to al-
fect direct outcomes as compared to- in-
direct outcomes); relative numbers of

.outbomes expected for each group, how
basic and fundamental the outcomes -for
each- group seem to be and= the per-
ceived importance of teach group relative
to the others.

Some people will prefer to focus on the
outcomes for only one audience at a
time. Others will find it useful and ef-
ficient to focus on "the outcomes for
more than one audience at a time: It is
extremely difficult to focus on outcomes

separately for more than two or ,three
audiences at a time, however,. based on
experiences in the CASC /NCH EMS joint
project.

STEP 6' The five major '(first - level), categories of
the type-of,outcome dirnen3i0n, and
definitions for each; are shown in Table
3 on page 6. Across each of,the "audi-
ence sheets" selected in Step 5 Hit the
type-Of-outcome categories from Table 3
that you consider mportant for that
audience. group.. Tci illustrate, this step-
is shown in .Figurer.t.:on page 18 for a
political science clePartment.curriculum
committee at Alpha College (a fictitious
College) They had decided to limit their
focus to two audience groups, "students
Majoring in political science" and
"other students taking political- science
courses," and thus they- had two
audience sheets on which they =were
Working.

STEP 7 Table-4-on page Tlists the second- =and.
third-level categories for eachifirst-level
category -of- the type-of- outcome dimen-
sion, and definitiOns for all- of these
subcategories are given-in Appendix B.
.Now go to the first audience sheet and
do the following:

a. For each first level "type" Category
Aisted on the audience sheet,-jot-
down on =a scratch pad _111 second-

, level categories that your analyses
( whether they beisubjective or objec-

ntive analyses) indicate to be impor-
tant for-that audience (referring to the
d finitions of Appendix B as needed).2.

b. Fo each- seconddeVel category
de ialed on in`a-,-Aist-on:the audience
sh ekall third:level- categories that
y consider to be important
(referring 'to the definitions ofzAppen-
dix B as needed).

Repeat a and ti for- every- sheet. Figure-2
on page 19 shows the Alpha College
Political= Science Committee sheets_after
Step 7 was completed'.

'11 you are unsure about whether a category should be included, list it Don't
waste time evaluating further al this level because when you get down to the sub.
categories for that category a v. .I1 probably become clear whether or not it shOuld
be included. In the CASCINCHEMS tesriat the Structure. this was a major reason for

jhe process being slowed,



Figure 1

THE AUDIENCE SHEETS OF THE POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
AT ALPHA COLLEGE AFTER THEY HAD COMPLETED STEP 6

Students Majoring in Political Science Sheet 1

2000HOrnan Characteristic Outcomes 3000Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form_Outcomes

Other Students in Political Science Courses Sheet 2

2000--Human Charadteristic Outcothes

fl

3000Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomes
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Figure 2

THE AUDIENCE SHEETS OF THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CURRICULUM OMMITTEE AT ALPHA
COLLEGE AFTER THEY HAD COMPLETED STEP

Students Majoring in Political Science Sheet 1

2000Human Characteristic Outcomes

2120 -Interests

3000Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Kttcomes

Knowledge and Understanding of:

2130 - Desires, Aims, Goals 3110 - General Facts'and Terminology

2220 - Citizenship and Family Membership Skills 3120 - General Processes

2230 - Creativity Sk1113 3130 - General Theory

2240,- Expression and Communication Skills 3210 - Specialized Facts and Terminology
2250 - Iniellebtual Skills 3220 - Specialized Processes

2260 - Interpersonal, Leadership, and 3230 - Specialized Theory
Organizational Skills

2270 - OccupationalSkills
2310 - Attitudes and Values
2340 - Mores, Customs, and Standards of Conduct

2410 - Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity

2840 Career and Vocational Roles

2850 - Citizenship Roles

Other Students in Political_ Science Courses Sheet 2

2000Human Characteristic Outcomes

2120 -- Interests-

2130 - Desires, Aims, Goals

2220- Citizenship and Family Membership Skills

2230 - Creativity Skills

2240 --Expression and Communication Skills
2250 - Intellectual Skills
2260 - Interpersonal,- Leadership, -and

Organizational Skills
2310 - Altitudes and Values
2340 - Mores, Customs, and Standards of Conduct

2410 - Perceptpal Awareness and SenSitivity

2840 - Caper and Vocationai Roles

2850 - Citizenship Roles

3000 Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomes

Knowledge and Understanding of:
3110 - General Facts and Terminology

3120 - General Processes

3130 - General Theory
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STEP 8 Traditionally, maintenance and change
have been considered by many to be
fundamental purposes of postsecondary
education (for example, preserving the
culture and iniproving the condition of
mankind): Too,Often planners focus only
on bringing about change, and do not
consider maintenance outcomes,in their
planning. For example, in curriculum
development for advanced courses, it
may be important to buildin exercises at
periodic intervals that will keep the
students from getting "rusty" on impor-
tant basic skills that -would, not other-
wise be applied in the advanced
program. For these reasons, and because
these =two -types of outcome goals
'require quite different orientations and
approaches in planning and manage-
ment, they were made fourth-level
categories of -the type-of:outcome
dimension. Definitions for each
category follow:

1. maintenance=butcornes that result
in keeping= the status quo; in
stabilization, reproduction, or preser-
vation. Examples include preserving
cultural values, restoring artifacts
and paintings, keeping- up the
educational level of- the family, and
skill maintenance .provided by in-
service education.

2: ChangeOutcomes that result in
alteration- of the status= quo, in
reorganization, modification, revision
(improvement or otherwise), or
replacement. Included-.are- economic
and social mobility, degree or cer-
tification awarded the student, in
creased= knowledge and skill level,
.new= art forms, technological in-
novations, medical- discoveries, and
so forth.

For all of the type-of-outcome categories
listed on each audience sheet; indicate
in some way (for example, by the letters

1, 2, or 0) whether the category should
emphasize only maintenance, only
change, or both maintenance, and
change. In the case of the Alpha College

Political Science Committee, they
decided to focus on change in each
case. Therefore,-they changed the fourth
digit of each outcome code number from
'0' (both) to '2' (change).

STEP 9 -For some purposes, such as curriculum
development and planning for a course,
still more detail may be needed than the'
third-level categories of Table 4. Logic or
specialized- taxonomies -that- are avail-
able-may suggest the need for a set: of
-fifth-level categories for some of the
type -of- outcome categories listed on the
sheet. For example, using ,Bloom's
Taxonomy of Educational =Objective
(1956), intellectual skills (code numb4
2250) can be divided into: "ability to
comprehend," "ability to-apply," "ability
toanalyzer"ability to'synthesiZerand:

toavaluate."-Similarly, physital-
and motor skill outcoMes_(cOdei_nuMber
2280) Could be. divided into :More

:detailed categories-using=one-ofitheaix:
=psychonlotor taxonomies liated-in -Len-
ning (1977a). As a final: example, "at-

=titudes and values" (code,number-2310)
could_te divided = into -the= following
categories listecLin'theiNCHEMS-Inven-
toty=-Of Higher =Edudation Outcome
Variables =and Measure:a (Midek -and:
Wallhatis, 1973): intellectUal-diSposi-
tion, -political attitudes and values,
racial/ethnic attitudes- and values,
personal ethics, social- Conscience,
_religious and spiritual attitudes sand:
values, and-career/attitudesiand-Values.

-If yoU determine that= more detailed-
categories are- needed for any of the
third-level -listed on your
audience sheets, decide what tnose
categories should be- either- through
application of an available taxonomy or
through open-ended logic. Then replace
those listed categOries with:the even
finer categories you haVe 'selected.
-Figure 3 shows -the Alpha College,
Political Science Committee= sheets; ar-
ter Step 9 was completed. Note that they
replaced "intellectual skills" with fifth-
level categories_taken from Bloom's



Figure 3=

THE AUDIENCE SHEETS OF THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AT ALPHA
COLLEGE AFTER THEY HAD COMPLETED STEP9

Students Majoring in Political Science Sheet 1

2002 Human Characteristic Outcomes

2122; Interests
2132 - Desires, Aims, Goals

,2222 - Citizenship and Family
Membership Skills

2232 - Creativity Skills
2242 - Expressicin and-Communication

Skills

2252 - Iftlelleetttel-64611e

2262 - Interpersonal, Leadership,
and Organizational Skills

2272 - Occupational Skills

2312 - Attitudes and Values

2342 - Mores, Customs, and
Standards of of Conduct

2412 - Perceptual Awareness
and Sensitivity

2842 - Career and Vocational Skills

2852 - Citizenship Skills

Ability To:
22521 - Translate

Political
Science
Literature

22522 - Interpret
Political
Science
Literature

22523 - Extrapolate
Political
Science
Literature

22524 - Apply
Political
Science
Literature

22525 - Analyze
Political
Science
Literature

22526 - Synthesize
Political
Science
Literature

22.527 - Evaluate
Political

. Science
Literature

£"
3002Knowi\ edge, Technology, and Art Form OutcomeS

-Knowledge and Understanding of:
3112 - General Facts and Terminology

3122 - General Processes

3132 - General Theory -
3212 - Specialized Facts and Terminology

3222 - Specialized Processes

3232 - SpeCialized Theory

Other Students in Political Science Courses- Sheet 2

2002Human Characteristic Outcomes

2122 -,Interests
2132 - Desires, Aims, Goals

2222 -- Citizenship and Family
Membership Skills

2232 - Creativity Skills
2242 - Expression and Communication

Skills
2252 - Inielleettre1-641449

2262 - -Interpersonal, Leadership,
and Organizational SkillS

2312 - Attitudes and ValOes

2342 - Mores, Customs, and
Standards of Conduct

2412 - Perceptual Awareness
and Sensitivity

2842 - Career and Vocational Roles

2852 -- Citizenship Roles

Ability -To:

22521 Translate
Political
Science
Literature

22522 - Interpret
Political
Science
Literature

22523 - Extrapolate
Political
Science
Literature

22524 - Apply
Political
Science
Literature

22525 -- Analyze
Political
Science
'Literature

22526 - Synthesize
Political
Science
Literature

22527 - Evaluate
Political
Science
Literature

3002 Knowledge,- Technology, and Art Form Outcomes

Knowledge and Understanding of:
3112 - General Facts and Terminology

,3122 - General Processes-

3132 - General Theory
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Taxonomy, and added a fifth digit to the
code number for each of those fifth-level
categories.

STEP 10 For each detailed "type-of-outcome"
category on each of the audience
sheets, oneeparate sheets of- paper ybu
are now 'ready to list important specific
outcomes you might expect (not just
those you desire) of that type for that
audience. Some users of- the Structure
may want to develop- long lists of ex-
tremely detailed Outcomes for each
category, while others may want to
develop shorter lists of outcomes that
are lets specific. SeVeral suggestions
might help stimulate your thinking as
you attempt to identify specific out-

: comes for each Category:

a. Think- in terms of outcomes you
would:Consider tote: (1) "positive in
value," (2)- "neutral in value," and:
(3) "negative in value. " For -= example,
many might consider "increased
abilityAo analyze probleMs" to have
positive valueand_ "increased-drug
use" to have negative value.

=b. Think in terms of outcomes that are:
(1) easy to- measure, and (2)=Oifficult
to measure.

c. Think in terms of'-outcomesithat are:
(1) products=tangible, concrete -en-
tities that endure with time, such as _

knowledge, skillS, a program com-
pleter, a degree, a =job, a- book
published; (2) eventS=observable,
tangible transactions or sets of
behaVibrs that bo not endure -with
time, such at a seminar, a Concert, a'
graduation exeecise, being:listed in
Who's. Who in America; and (3) .con-
ditionsintangiblesbut real dircum-,
stances; such as morale, satisfac-
tion, an attitude or beliefi an ap-
preciation, social equaliiy, achieve-
ment, or eliniination orpolio.

d. Think in terms of outcomes that are:
(1) outputs the direct endproducts,
events, or conditions that are expect-
ed to result from the application= of
the institution or institutional unit

processes to transform the various
inputs, such as achievement-levels,
specialization of knowledge, degrees,
program completers, publications,
cultural or entertainment events; and
(2) impacts the consequences
of outputs and earlier impacts.
(that is the indirect products, events,
or conditions produced), the ',lir
ferences- they make, such as a pro-
gram- completer's ability to obtain
and hold a job, the security and in-
come or the prestige the job gives a
person, the increased gross national
product that results from increased
income of individuals, the increased
standard of living and quality of life
that may be associated with in-
creased:gross national product,and-
so on.

The 'outcomes listed- may be quite
broadlike those examples listed
aboveor they may be very specific,
such as the perdentage scoring above a
particular level:on a certain test or inven,
tory: _(Exaniples -of specific measures
that- could be used -for eadh detailed=
category orthe type,oroutcome dimen-
sion_are given -in- the right-hand-column
of the pages in Appendix 'Er.) How
specific they thould be:depends on_the=
philosophy, needs,= and= desires of the

_person using the Structure.

STEP 11 Now that you have a list of specific
desiredsoutconles for each important
audience, it will-be usefurto separateall
the outcome's listed_into priority groups
(and to record the priority status_of each)
sudh asithefollowing: (1) _very important
outcomes,andz(2) important outcomes.
Yoirmay desire to categories
than =these. As with the other.-steps, -it
will beteneficiatto get inPtit from major
concerned-groups-of people, both on
and off the campus.

To illustrate what the lists coming out of Step 11
might look like, Figure 4 shows the first page of-
intended- outcomes for .political science majors
developed by the Alpha College Political Sciende



Figure 4

THE FIRST PAGE OFTHE 'OUTCOME LIST FOR STUDENTS MAJORING IN
POLITICAL SCIENCE THAT HAD BEEN DEVELOPED BY THE POLITICAL SCIENCE

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AT ALPHA COLLEGE AT THE COMPLETION OPSTEP 11

INTERESTS:

1. Increased student interest in,the theory, principles, and practices of government and politics.

'2. - Increased student interest in learning about different political concepts, philosophies, and ideologies.

3. Increased student interest in entering politics, government, or public administration.

4. Increased student interest in international relations and world views.

5. Increased student interest In the analysis and solution of social problems.

Increased student interest in constitutional lavand.jurisprudence.

*7. Increased student interest in the dynamics of change in American society.

*8. Increased student interest in the public economy and its operation.

DESIRES, AIMS, OR GOALS:

1. Increased student desire and intention to prepare for advanced and specialized study in political science.

2. Development by students.of plans for political science careers in teaching, government, business, and law.

3. Development in students of a desire for,public service.

4. Development in students of a desire for conducting-political analysis and action while they are still students
on campus.

'5. Development in students of an aim to be a model in the conduct of citizenship responsibilities.

6. Development in students of an aim to uphold dernocracy as our political system.

'7. Development in students of a desire to improve the character of the relationships between citizens and
government, and of the values and criteria by which quality of political lite is judged:

*8. Development in students of intentions to uphold citizen right's and liberties, and the separation of church
and state.

CITIZENSHIP AND FAMILY MEMBERSHIP SKILLS:

'1. Increased student ability to intelligently conduct citizenship responsibilities.

'2. Increased student ability to understand the basic political processes and institutions as they operate in different
national and cultural conte)(ts.

'3. Increased student ability to critically analyze public opinion and propaganda.

Increased student ability to analyze voting patterns, political participation, techniques of political action,
legislative or governmental actions, and governmental bureaucracy.

'5. Increased student ability to analyze and solve social problems. -

'6. Increased student ability to recognize the distinction between what public figures may say and their motivations
for saying it.

*7. Increased student ability to deal with the moral dilemma in politics between principle and compromise.

CREATIVITY SKILLS

1. Increased student ability -to run an innovative, creative politicartampaign.

*OutComes considered "essential"; the others are considered important.

5



Curriculum Committee as it looked when it
came out of Step' 11. Note that they put an
asterisk by each outcome they considered
"essential," and the others were- considered
"important."

When Will the Outcomes Occur? Time has
always been considered an especially importaht
factor for many student outcomes. Particular
teaching content and activities do not haye much
effect until_ the time a student is "ready" for them.
Presumably there are times when curriculum
mate7ials and emphases of different types will
have maximum influence. Thus, prerequisite ex-
periences and/or courses must often be specified
for different advanced courses- within a curricu-
lum. Another example is that many students may
not be ready to choose a major until,they have
chosen a vocation.

Outcomesthatoccu=at orprior to-graduatiOnzare,
more -often a:direct:focus of-planning-than:are im-

_pacts-Ahtz_occurafter graduation; because_thezin-
stitulion;has_ some control- over- them. -On the
other:her-41U the relationship of-The-earlier out-
cornes-to-the_ postgraduate impactszcan be-ascer-
-tained, the later -impacts may -have -some influ-
ence on- =priorities.- Furthermore, communications
-to:_thegeneral-citizenry about -outcomes often
must- have-a _primary_ focus- on-_postgraduate-ini-
Padts-whether they-are actual or presumed=
_because postgraduate outcomes -are of Special;
_cbricernIto.thePublid.

Another -"time" consideration -is how long the
-outcome will _endure; -for example, is-it-of long_
duration-or-of shortduration?-Time is-also imper-
-tant,fOrplanning andimanagementrelatedAo-non-
studentioutcomes, such as- research and scholar-
shipoutdomes,-art forms and works-outcomes,
and society. BecauSe of
its -- critical importance to-postsecondary -educe-

=bon planning_and management, "time"-was-made
_a -dimension of -- the -- Outcomes Structure. No-
=categories were assigned to this -dimension,
however, because =(1)=agreement -could not be-
reached-on-such-categories,-(2)-time categories
needed--vary with -the- audience-and: 'type-of-

-outcOrne,-and,(3).theli me categories needed.by..an_
institutional official -will- vary according -to
philosophy and: use context. For example, a
-curriculum- developer- will -undoubtedly need a-
quite-different set-of -time Categories than will a

campus administrator concerned with general
campus-wide outcomes. It was decided to leave
any specific categorizing (and definitions for
those categories) up to each individual using the
Outcomes Structure.

STEP 12 Decide bn the categories and sub-
categories you need for the "time
dimenSion."

STEP 13 Next to each of the outcome statements
in the lists coming out Step 11, place
the names (code numbers. or letters
Would be more efficient) of a1,1 "time"
categories 'that apply to that outcome.
You-are now ready to-analyze and to use
the listings of outcomes (one-list for
each of your--important audiences).

See Figure 5-for an-illustration of What-the final
lists---cOming =out ofiStep 13 might -look- like.
(Note that -the -time differentiatiOn -in the
illustration was whether Outcome7shouidite
emPhasizede riupper-divisionicoursmn
division- courses -[Lb, or both upper and lower

zdivisiOn courses1131.)-Keep in-mind; however, that
thisAs merely-the way_a political science- curricu-
lum committee at Alpha :College designed it.
You =might very well wish- to organize yo-ur :lists
differently.

-Process_2:-Classifying Outcomes

S6me institutions :and-institutional units-have
periodically- developed lists of-desired: outcomes
or outcome -goals and-objectives. Taking,such,a=
liSt of-outcomes-and-classifying At through ap-
plication of the OutComes-Structure can-provide
informatibn Ito-institutional-officials that Will=
assist them-as-they-evaluate-the breadthzas well
as the adequacy of_the list-Such-a procedure may
confirm-and-stimulate-0e realization that the
desired outcomesiare concentratedzinzonly. a:few
specific areas, -that- some- are too -broad and_
general, that_ some are stated-in unduly vague
terms, that some need-to beitranslate_dinto-more

_specific_outcomes..(and.theiatructureic_arthelp.do_
this),,that-few, if -any,sof the:outcorries-arein cer-
lain-areas ot-supposed=concerneto thesinstitutiOn
or institutional: unit, :that pertain-outcomes need-
-to be added:to the-list, andsolforth.
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Figure 51

THE FIRST PAGE OF THE OUTCOME LIST FOR STUDENTS MAJORING IN POLITICAL
SCIENCE THAT HAD BEEN DEVELOPED BY THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CURRICULUM

COMMITTEE AT ALPHA COLLEGE AT THE COMPLETION OF THE FINAL STEP, STEP 13

INTERESTS:.

B 1. Increased student interest in the theory, principles, and practices of government and politics.

B ' 2. Increased student interest in learning about different political concepts, philosophies, and ideologies.

3. Increased student inteIest in entering politics, government, or public administration.

U 4. Increased student interest in international relations and world views.

-U 5. Increased student interest in the analysis and solution of social problems.

U 6. Increased student interest in constitutional law and jurisprudence.

L 7. ,Increased student interestin the dynamics of change in American society.

U- 8; IncreiSed studentinierest in the public economy and its opeation.,

DESIRES, AIMS,-OR GOALS:

U 1. Increased student desire and intention to prepare for advanced and specialiied study in idblitical science.

U 2. ,Development by students of -plans for political science careers in teaching, government, business, and law.

'B 3. ;'Development in students of a desire for public service.

B 4. Development in students of a desire for conducting political analysis and action while they are still-
students on campus.

B 5. Development in students of an aim to be a model in the conduct of citzenship responsibilities.

6. Development in students of an aim to uphold democracy as our political system.

7. Development in students of a desire to improve the character of the relationships between citizens and
goVernment, and of the values and criteria by which quality of political life is judged.

L 8. Development in students of intentions to uphold citizen rights and liberties, and.the separation of church
and state.

CITIZENSHIP AND FAMILY MEMBERSHIP SKILLS:

L 1. Increased student ability to intelligently conduct citizenship respcnsibilities.

B t 2. Increased student ability to understand the basic political processes and:institutions as they operate in
differentnational and cultural contexts.

B 3 increased student ability to critically analyze public opinion and propaganda.

U 4. Increased student ability to analyze voting patterns,-political participation, techniques of political action,
legislative or governmental adtions, and governmental bureaucracy.

5. Increased student ability to analyze and solve social problems.

L 6. Increased student ability to recogruzethe distinction between what public figures may say and their
motivations for saying it.

U 7. Increased student ability to deal with the moral dilemma in politics between principle and compromise.

CREATIVITY'SKILLS:

U 1. Increased student ability to run an innovatiye; creative pblitical campaign.

Outcomes.considered "esS'ential"; the others are considered "important."

KEY

L z Lower OresIon Courses
U Upper °Poston Courses

Both Upper A Lowe' 0!..esion Courses

r
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Although one person.can classify the outcomes in
a list, it is suggested that several persons be in-
volved. Included should be represehtatives, of
major groups having- effective control or a
legitimate concern about what the educational
outcomes of the institution /institutional unit
should he (for example, administrators, faculty,
students, and graduates).

Rather than write down by each outcome item the
name of the Structure category of categories to
which it is assigned, it will be muchmore efficient
and workable to use the code numbers that have
been assigned to all categories of the Structure.
As indicated earlier, each category of each
dimension of the Structure, has a code number
assignedlo it, and by looking at the code number
one can deduce the level of detail of the category
that has been assigned. (Again see Appendix A
for a discussibn of the coding scheme for the
Structure.)-Since few, if any, currently available
lists-of -institution-wide or institutional-unit out-
comes reference the=time the"_outcome is expect-
ed-to occur or give differential indications of who
is-to-receive orbe affected= by -the= outcome, the
discussion in -this- section will focuS on
classifying outcornes into-categories of= the. type-
okOutcome dimenSion; If the outcome statements
onyouur- list -do specify thetime when the outcome
is7expected- or intended to- occur or -be empha-
sized, and the audience or audiences who are
:to receive that outcome, use the sameprocedures
to classify-On-thoserdirriensions as are outlined
below for the type-of-outcome dimension.

The procedures presented below-are not limited
to use inclassifying lists of outcomes and out-

, come,goals or objectives. They- can also be used
to classify, in terms bf-outcomes, such things as
-research findings in the-literature, qustionhaire
items, institutional and program activities aimed
Tatioutoomes, needs, campus environments, and_
philosophical orientations.

STEP 1 =Note in Table 3 on page 6 that the first
digit of the code number- identifies the
first - level- categories -1 = economic

--outcomes,- 2----e-human characteristic
outcomes, 3 = knowledge, technology,
and art -form outcomes, and so forth.
(The zeros ;n the succeeding digits of
each code number = indicate that the -out-
come is not being classified at the more

refined levels. of detail that are
available.) In front of each outcome
statement on your list, write, "1" if it is
an economic outcome, "2" if' it is a
human characteristic outcome, and so
on, until all- statements in the liSt are
classified at this level of detail. (In each
case, leave enough space' after the digit'
so you can add additional digits.)

STEP 2 Table 4 on page 7 shows the second-
and third-level categories applying to
each first-level category -of -the type-of-
outcome dimension. For each outcome
statement on the list that has a "1" in
front of it, determine.wtjether the second
digit should -be ,"12," "3," or "4" by
examining tbeitille/of each of the four
second-level Categories for that major
type of outcome (1-= economic ,access
and independence, 2 = economic
resources and costs, 3 = economic
productionand-4-= other economic-out-
comes), Each of -the seconddevel
categories is defined- in =Appendix B
(page 39) and yod, may_ need-tb-refer to
-those-definitions in-determiningi-which
second-level category specific econom-
ic outcomes should be asSigped to.
Some of the economic outcome stet&
ments may be =too broadly stated_ to
_be classified in any seconcklevel
economic- outcome category. If -they
cannot_b classified at-this-level, assign
them a second digit of zero.lf Such an
outcome statement applies to two of the
categories, you can either assign= it two
second digits (which--will-give it-two dif-
ferent-code numbers) or give it a zero,
whichever.you prefer.

Next, for all outcomes in the-list that'
have a "2" in front of them, determine
which of the- nine second-level-
categories of- "human- characteristic
outcomes" apply. Assign these out-
comes a second digit number in the
same manner that you did-for economic
outcomes. If it cannot be classified-at
this level, give it a second digit of zero;-if
it is an- aspiration outcome; give it a
second digit of "1"; if it is a competence
and skill-outcome, give it a second digit
of "2"; and so forth.
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In the same manner'as you assigned a
second digit code to the economic and
the huma:i characteristic outcomes on
the list, assign second, -digit codes to
outcomes assigned to the three other
first-level categories. When this is done
you are ready to,- classify at the third
level of detail, assuming that you desire
to classify at that level of detail. For
some lists (such as broad overall in-
stitutionalt goals); classifying to the
second-level of detail may suffice.

STEP 3 Give a thircl° digit of zero to each out-
come statement in the list that has a
second digit of zero.

STEP 4 For each outcome statement in the list
that has a "11" in front of it-gebonornic
access ancLindependence outcomes),_ -

= determine which of the three third,le,vel
-categories listed in Table 3 (for that
Second-level category) applies, ,and
assign it _athird=digit accorainglylfor
example, 11 1:= economic access and
113= inComeiand standard of _living). As
with the-secorid,level=categories, each
=third-level categoryls defined in Appen-
dix 13. You may need look at these:
definitionS to classify at lhis level- of
detail. if the outcome cannot be

fourth level of detail, start with the first
outcome statement on the list and
proceed one-by-one to the last :tern on
the list, assigning fourth digit codes as
follows:

71
1 The outcome statement indicFates

that it is a "maintenance" outcome,
an outcome that will result in keeping
the-status quo, in'stabilization, in
reproduction, or in preservation.

2The outcome statement indicates,
that it iS a "change" oulcomei an
outcome that results in alteration of
the status quo, in reorganization, -in
modification, in revision, or= in
replacement.

0 The outcome statement: (a) indicates
that it is including both maintenance
and change,:or (b) gives nO indication
as to whether it is referring-to main-
tenance or to change.

For an example of a Case where, these procedures
were actually applied; see=Appendik C: All of the
outcomes =in the-NOHEMS1Inventorysof Higher
Education - Outcome Variables and:Measures were
listed oria sheet. Then one or more four-digit code
numbers were assigned to each using the
NCHEMS OutcomeszStructure and going:through
the five steps _that have-been described zin-thiS

classified at this leVel of detail, assignit section._Note that the procedures were-modified
a third digit Of zero. slightly. Instead of placing the Structure code

numbers in front of-the outcomes-on the list (as
in like manner, assign third digits to_the specifiedEin Step 1), they wererplaced-behind -the
codes for all-outcomes on the list that outcome statements to facilitate:including the
-have "12" in front of them, then to_all
outcomes -that have- "13" in -front of
them, then to all outcomes that have
":14" =in -- front of- =them, -then to-all out,
comes that-have "21" in-front of them,
=then to all outcomes that have "227 in
front of them, and soiforth: Once all:of
the outcomes on the- list have beeh
assigned:third-digii codes, you are ready
to=assign fourthdigit codes (once- again,
assuming that you desire to = classify at
that-level).

STEP 5 -If you do not desire to- classify= at the
fourth level of detail; give every outcome
statement on the list -a fourth digit of
zero. If you do desire to classify at -the

descriptive "type-of-outcome"znamer:for each
'Structure category_assigned. Modifications of ihe
procedures outlined-herez(opof-the content of=the.
Structure itself), to meet special local_ needs-or
situations, are enbouraged.

Appendix C has- anotheri_use in addition to
illustrating_the application of the five steps Out-
lined above. Those_who have:in the past applied
the NCHEMS Inventory Jo institutional planning-
functions canLuse Appendix_C to-transform-their
previous work into- Outcomes StrUcture terms, If
they desire -to do so.

After examining the distribution.of code numbers,
you may decide that too many outcomes on the
list are not specific enough for= your= needs, or that



irrfportant outcome areas are not emphasized
enough or are completely ignored-by the list. If
this is the case, you may wish to expand and in
other ways modify the outcomes list. Such ex-
pansion and other modifications can be accom-
plished by following the procedures outlined for
Process 1 on pages 15-24

Process 3: Storing and Retrieving Outcomes
Information

The statement Was made in the introduction to
thi$ document that "having a wide variety of out-
Comes' information without any structure is
analogous to possessing a file cabinet in which
the contents are arranged randomly." Outcome
informatiOn to be stored could consist of a pool of
thousands of behavioral objectives that ,have
been collected from different Curriculum
developers, a pool =of outcome questionnaire
items thatJiave=been collected "from different
developers of outcomes iristruments, a pool of=
differentemeasureslhat have been-developed:for
different- outcome- variableS, a collection of
referenceslrom the literature -of postsecondary
eduaation-outcbmes, and so-oh. They could:lbe
stored-'in a- filing= cabinet, 'in a microfiche or
microfilm information= storage and= retrieval
system, -in,a computerizedinformation itorage
and retrieval:system; orin other ways;

In most cases of applying:the outcomes Structure
to develop,ah outcomes information-storage and
retrieval system, use of the coding sdheme
described in ApPendix-A will-zbe necessary; Thieis
_true especially if onels developing -a microfiche
or Computerized system -that -includes :hundreds
or ;even: thoUsands Of outcome categories. As is
apparent in Appendix A,:the storage system can
be arone-dimension system-, a two-dimension
systern,oralhree-dimension system. It can=oe a
very simple or a very complex (although fairly
straightforward in concept) systerni depending on

Ahe need Of the-local user.

impacts that can be expected to result from par-
ticular outputs and combinations of-outputs, and
so forth. This computerized information bank,
along with a manual card file of literature abstracts,
illustrates the application of -the Structure to
the process of de%'<lloping a storage and retrieval
system' for' o9tcor. )s information. Based on this
experience, a number of general steps for this
basic process are outlined below.

STEP 1 Obtain input from the potential users of
the system concerning: (4) needs for the-

, system, (b) the possible ways they would
use the system, and (c) criteria the
system would have 10 meet to be fully
applicable toAheir needs. In addition,
logically consider what other demands
on- the system might be expected to
develop once it becomes accepted and
proves itself.

NCHEMS currently is developing a computerized
information bank contailiing selected information--
about outcomes studies and other literary works
that can contribute to a synthesis or analysis
relating to the development of outcome indicators
and measures, correlates of outcome occurrence,
research questions relating to outcomes,
strategies for increasing or improving outcomes,

STEP 2 BaseclioniSteploutline-in listform,;the-
-pdrposeeof_the-system. _For-example,
some- of -the -major p_urpOses_ for the-
NCHEMS system--that -is being- devel-

-oped -are: :(a)-developrnent- of-_a synthe
sis -of the -literature -for each measure-
in- the-NCH EMS Outcomes -Measures_
and: ProcedUret _Venire! (OMPM): that
relates- to-its validity ands, reliability,

-(b) -expansion_ of Vie -OMPM 'to include
_additional:measures in the- areas :already-
covered andsmeasureein-areas-not ad=
dressed=- previously, (c) expansion-ofithe-
research-and-scholarship section-of=the
Outcomes-Structure,_(d)_development- of
litts -of outcome -- measures- and -in-
dicators separately- by audience -for,
-selected type -of- outcome- categories -in
the -Outcomes -Structurei_ -(e) -backup
analysis and_eupport--forth-e- develop-
ment of new-student outcome indicators-
and- measures, -and' (Thanalyses leading
to-imprOyed-application of oulcOmesin-
-formation_to_institutional,and=program
-planning and management.

STEP -3 Based, on. Step 2, plus convenience,
cost, political and other considera-
tions, -determine what -basic- type -of
system it -should be, -for =example,
manual= card files, notebooks- -of
-organized- information sheets, filing-
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cabinets, a manual or automized
microfiche or microfilm system, an on-
line-computer-system, a computerized
tape system; or a computerized disk
system. Combination types-should also
be considered, like the NCHEMS ex-
ample referrecttoabove.

STEP 4 For each purpose of Step 2, develop a
list of criteria that -the system should
nneet,,taking into consideration the input
from potential users gathered in Step 1.

STEP 5 Determine whether the Outcomes Struc-
ture will be the most desirable basic
framework around which to structure
and organize the filing system. If it will
not, decide on a framework to be
usedwhether it is a modified version
of the Structure or something -com-
pletely different.

STEP=6 Determine what specific-data shouldibe
entered into,the master file and the;s4)--
files_of the:system. For exahiple, at=this
stage-J.of-developnnent-of-the NCHEMS
systern (and this may change later) the
following items of information about
=each study or other- source are being en-
tered into the master cOnnputer file: a
source code, a unique identification
number, author /title- information, biblio-
graphic data, postsecondary education
entity or entities being focused on, type
of- study, type(s) of analySis,=its applica-

STEP 7

STEP 8

tion focus, its assigned NCHEMS Out-
comes Inventory: code number, its Out-
comes Structure code number. Also
determine what -form each set of data
should take, for example, should it be
coded or written out.

Design the source-identification, data-
collection, and data-preparation ro-
cedures (such as coding activities,
quality control activities like,inspecting
and editing, and keypunching or other
recording activities) for the system.

Design the procedures for entering the
data into the system; fitting new data
with -the data already there, and
modifying or deleting data later should
that become necessary.

STEP 9_ DeSigh appropriate procedures =for
nnanipulating_the data within the syStem
(sorting, matching, aggregating, tabu- ,

lating, reforming, applying= analytical
techniques, and so forth)- that will be
flexible enough- to _meet all of -the
planned objectives for use of the
system.

STEP 10 Design appropriate procedures -for
retrieving the-desired and appropriate
data and-analytic or synthesized infor-
mation-from the system, and applying
those d to to-the problem athand.
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PART IV
°ORIENTINd INSTITUTIONAL AND

PROGRAM FACULTY AND STAFF TO THE
OUTCOMES STRUCTURE

AND TRAINING THEM IN ITS USE

During the CASC Outcomes Learning Task Force
project and the CASC/NCHEMS joint project
discussed previously-it was found that: (1) Most

=people on the participating campuses had never
really considered what they were trying to ac-
complish for students in very systematic, con-
cretei_and specific outcome .terms; rather they
mere-accustOmed to=_thinking solely in terms of
activities_end =tasks they wanted to accomplish;
although there were undoubtedly outcome
reasons "in the back atheir minds" for wanting
the4e_activities.:(2) Peopleat those campuses,
an particularly faculty, found it uncomfortable-to
try to talk- in- systematic, concrete outcome
:ter eabout What they were:trying to accomplish=
=fo students; and a- number of themrexhibited
eini ial resiStancelo trying=to apply-thOutcomes
St ucture toilheir situation-, although the anxiety
of en seemed to subside as the interview session
c ntinued. (3) Interviewees had to really-strain to
g =from priority_ outcome categories to especially
i portant, specific, concrete, obserVable out-
c mes within 'those categoriesbut: with inter-
v ewersuppOrtand assistance they wererableitoe

o -so =successfully: (4) The= orientation materials
istributed to the interviewees ahead- of time

tended:not to'be- read :-because they were too bulky
:and :complex looking, and the workshop
although helpful,----_was not sufficient for-orienting
Campus personnel:to outcomes concepts and-the
dutcomes Structure. Clearly; small group
discussion; oron a one-to-one=basis, is needediin
-addition to brief, attractive orientation,materials
and =effectively organized and carried- out=
yorkshops. (5) The fact:that the CASC/NCHEMS
:project-interviews were_more successful in-intro-
ducing a cut-down version.-.of the-typeof-outcome
set of'categories (prior to going = to the entire set)
than-were the CASC project interviews in going:
directly to-the entire:set of categories, and that it

was found desirable at SpringvArbor -College, to
use an abbreviated set with ho_code numbers in
their -CASC/NCHEMS project .follow -up activities
on campus, suggeets -that the full Structure
should not be presented during the initial stages
of one's on- campus orientation program. (6) The
University-of- Colora.do-_person,-who-had-worked

-with outcorneeconcepts over a period of-several-
years, was-able- to-- easily take--the -Outcomes
Structure procedures in this document_and-apply
them-effectively and-efficiently-withoutany-orien-
teflon or help-of:arty-kind; This suggests that-once
they -have-been = properly _oriented- to outcomes
concepts and- =the-Structure, campus= personnel
emay_ be-expected lo:use them- effectively =and- ef-
ficiently,_ although-many- probably -will: still need_
training_assistance in how to correctly apply-them
to decision making;

Based on experiences in the trial projects
discussed above, plus other experiencqs at
NCHEMS and elsewhere, a set of general
guidelines have been developed and presented
below for use by those who wish to introduce out-
come concepts and the NCHEMS Outcomes
Structure on campus and to have them become an
integral part of- the campus planning, manage,
ment, and evaluation process. Modification ophe
suggested procedures to meet the local si)uation
and conditions is encouraged, and,itls hoioed that
the guidelines- can be expanded; improved, and
made more specific as input is received from
people trying to orient their campuses to outcome
concepts and the Structure -(or modified versions
of it) in different contexts across the country.

1. Do Your Homework
Before you can communicate effectively -to
others about outcome concepts and the Out-
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comes Structure, you-must really understand 1,7
them yourselfincluding cautions that needc.'
to be taken in using themand feel at ease in
discussing them with others To do this will
require thorough study of this manual and
thinking that goes beyond the manual to the
situation on your campus. It is.suggested.that
you also read the conceptual document
which is a companion piece to- this manual,
designed for those who desire a detailed and
-in-depth discussion of educational outcomes
and the- Outcomes Structure (Lenning, Lee,
Micek, and Service; 1977). ,Chapter 2 of that
document describes six attributes of an
educational outcome plus five other factors
that are important for really understanding
and interpreting a partibular outcome; Chapter
3 contains detailed background discussion
about each formal dimension of the Outcomes
Structurerind goes into detail about -the
Structuryas a whole; and Chapter 4 lists -the
nine basic principles followed in developing
the Structure- (which were also =- used = to
evaluate it) and discusses-the available infor-
mation -that suggests how wei' these criteria
were met. If you would also like to compare the
Structure to other attempts that have been
made-through,the years to structureoutcomes
and outcome- related- concepts 6A;f1 as-goals,
see Lenning (1977a), which is also available
from NCHEMS.

2. Prepare Draft Copy for a Brief B'ochure That
, Effectively Introduces Relev .nt Outcomes

Concepts and the Structure.
To raise initial- awareness on campus about
useful outcomes concepts and the Structure,
and to bring about curiosity and interest in
exploring this_further, a short, concise, and at-
tractive introductory- brochure -will be needed.
An example_brochure Or flier from which you
can build is shown in Appendix D; you may
prefer an entirely different concept and ap-
proach for your brochure, hoWever.

3. Piepare Yourself to Respond_to Criticises That
Might Be-Raised-
You can expect that various. people on your
campus -will- think of- important criticdl
questions to raise about outcome .concepts
andthe Outcomes Structure, and it is impor-
tant that you be prepared to respond- openly
and honestly to such questions. Figure 6 lists
cautions and potential proplems -that were

mentioned by interviewees in the joint
CASCINCHEMS project. Possible responses
to the criticisms implied or raised directly here,
plus criticisms raised by other reviewers of the
Structurethat are reprinted from Lenning,
Lee, Micek, and Service (1977)are presented
in Appendix-E.

4. Get the Concurrence of Top-Level Manage-
ment about the Need to Proceed Further
Top-level administrative rereonnelfor
example, the presidentmay have asked you
to examine, become familiar with, and explore
the usefulness of the Structure and outcomes
concepts like (hose discussed here, which
case you should probably now Share your
thinking 'at this point with them and make
recommendations to proceed further or- not
proceed further. If, however, your interest in
the subject and your exploration in Steps 1-3
were at your own initiative- and fee1
positive-at this point about the usefulness of
.the outcomes concepts and-theZtructuretfor
your campus, now Would probably 4e-an-ap-
Propriate time to introduce the subject:to-ap-
propriate top level_- administrators ,(in a way
that will interest them in it) and obtain their
permission to-'develop -some plans'for in-
troducing Outcomes_concepts and= -the Struc-
ture to persornel on- your campus. Do not go
into too much detaila your presentation, keep
itshort, and pointnout the practicatusefulhess
that has been-found by People on other cam-
puses (for example, in the CASC/NCHEMS
project). Take Into consideration the local
Situation and politicalrtealities--foreiample,
if management by objectives is-"in vogue" on
your campus, show how the Structure-can
contribute to that-process;ibutif it is not, em-
phasize rather -how -the Structure can ttelp
-campus people to_clarify arid stimulate their
thinking= about what- they are-really trying to
accompliSh theirprograms and to delineate
-in-concrete terms -why- they are-makingnuse of
particular- approaches and activities. At-=this
stage it- -is- important_ to have- obtained
authOrization from the president; or his =or her
designate, to proceed further.

5. Develop Preliminary Plans_and_Materials fora_
Campus Orientation Workshop
For effective dissemination of outcome con-
cepts and the Structure, a well-designed orien-
tation workshop willnbe essential. -A-possible .
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Figure 6

CAUTIONS AND POTENTIAL. PROBLEMS WITH-THE NCH EMS'
OUTCOMES STRUCTURE THAT WERE MENTIONED BY VARIOUS INTERVIEWEES.

IN THE CASC/NCH EMS PROJECTS

Need to get students and alumni involved in outcome planning also.

Need to show people how it will help.

This kind of self-analysis is very important, but will it make any difference on the campus?

Might work if you have the right setting, like a workshop away from the campus.,

Don't use It unless you have the time and energy to change.

One needs time away from day-to-day pressures in -Jrder to implement this.

Resistance to the "bureaucratese" in which the document is writtenI dOn't want to go to the trouble of using
it unless you can show me that it is directly relevant to my department and Its students.

, Potentially very time consuming - safeguards shbuld be built In to insure that the time drain Is not too great
(find out the outcomes of the system that can beachieved In a short time).

It may promise more thanit delivers.

Is the system teeny hierarchicalis hierarchy the appropriate model?

Need funds for department to develop long-term workshops to Incorporate use"of the Structure.

0, If it Is presented properly, students could become interested in the Structure.

- -I like it. Dynamite! it could be such a long-term thing, however.

= Difficult to reach consensus on such thingsneeds a good leader.,1

Takes too much timewhat js needed is funds for a week's staff retreat in a retreat setting.

More useful at small colleges than elsewhere because we have more of a chance to see and understand the
activities which lead to outcomes (the why of outcomes) and we get to know our students very well.

Need to start using.this in goal setting at the institution-wide level. If you start at the department level will go
in all directions so that When people get together at the institutionzWide level will be so far apart will never be
able to reconcile.

It is easier to think of outcomes in specific and concrete terms at the department level, so should start
applying the Structure to reach consensus at that levej before yob try to reach some consensus on
college-wide goals.

Need to have total faculty involvement at the departmental level if you are going to maks good use of the
Structure.

An excellent instrument if used and the system instructions understood and participated in by most of the
faculty in the small college. The problem may lie in attitudesa strong disposition and loyalty to the liberal
studies and classical structure ... time constraints, and using the Structure as they envision it. Once it is
learned and implemented, however, the negatives could be reversed and it could speed the processes of
planning and development:

.A problem with the Structure concerns differences in definitions, and It includes jargonese.
p

As a student majoring in religious education I tend to think in more general terms. Therefore, it is limiting
it limits my options. -I would prefar a completely open-ended approach.

It would be useful to the extent that it serves rather than enslaves. Minimal outcomes should be emphasized.
Should let more happen beyond the stated outcomes. ,

I question its real utility, although it is an asset in that it is systematized.

I heard from a staff member who attended the workshop yesterday morning that a lot of good ideas were
presented, but that they were perhaps overly Idealistic.

People need to.see the connections sooner to their on going tasks. Needed is, a week at a retreat setting
working with faculty on institutional-goals and objectives, and how -to Implement them.

a Reprinted from Lenning (1977o).
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agenda, sample overhead transparencies, a
work ..ex-ercts,e that is meant to stimulate
thinking and promote concrete discussion,
and a role-playing simulationbased on the
workshops presented at the colleges par-
ticipating in the joint CASC /NCHEMS trial
projectare provided in Appendix F. Based on
these-or, your own thinking, develop some
preliminary plans and possible materials for
use in such a workshop on your campus. Also
develop preliminary plans for evaluating the
Workshop(s) and for using the evaluation
datasee Step 9. A majority of the partici-
pants in the CASC/NCHEMS workshops found
them interesting and stimulating,' and
especially after certain modifications were
made, so there is a precedent for expecting
that such a workshop can be helpful. However,.
follow-up discussion and activities with small
groups and individuals will-be important. In the
CASC/NCH EMS project, it was the
follow-up interviews -with- indiv. Jals that
many of those attending the workshop really
started to understand the Structure and its
use.:Interview discussion tended to clarify and
reinforce-the workshop content for them, and
they felt free to ask= questions and to raise per-
sonal concerns.

6. Try Out Your Ideas and Draft Materials on
Trusted Friends
It will be important to discuss your ideas, and
the draft materials developed in Steps 2 and 5,
in depth with a few appropriate trusted friends
and colleagues, preferably some off the
campus as well as on. If Students are to be in-
volved in the workshop, some of them should
also _be involved in= this preliminary tryout,
Baser+ cn the reactions and suggestions
rece;ied in these conversations;=make desired
Modifications in-your-preliminary plans and
materials.

7. Establish an- "Exploration and Planning"
Committee concerning a Campus Orientation
Effort
The- Structure and outcome concepts= have
potentially important applications within all
major departm'ents and offices on campus.
Therefore, it would be desirable to form an
"exploration and planning" committee having
epresentatives from -the major groups- on

campus (including a student representative). If

possible, try to limit the size of the committee
to a number of participants that facilitates in-
volvement, working together, = and effective
desicion Makingfor example, many people
feel that a-committee withmore than 12-15
members becomes unwieldy. In your letter in-
viting them to participate itwculd be desirable
to enciose a copy of the draft brochure, tell
them about your exploration into the topic and
your conclusion that the Structure has much
potential for being of real value to your cam-
pus and its subunits, outline the charge given
to the committee, and inform them that this
committee and its efforts have been
authorized by a directive of the. president (An
initial letter of appointment to the committee
should be received by them frOm the president
a -few days. before your informational letter,
which will emphasize to them the_importance
of the committee's work and help motivate
them-to want to get actively- involved:)

8. Reevaluate Your Ideas, Using the Committee,
and Then Complete Plans and Materials
Present the ideas, preliminary- plans, -and
materials developed to The committee in -the
manner you would -Use in your orientation
program, gain:their support, ancrhave them
help you, modify and-complete- the plans as
needed for. an efficient-and effective program
of communication and orientationzto the cam-
pus community. = Because the Various impor-
tant sectors of the campus are repreSented on
the committeei the :members can prbvide

,valuable views on what is needed to-make the
prbgram- -effective for- -the sector =they
represent. Furthermore, they can- com-
municate their interest- outcomes-to their
colleagues and help to, carry out the plans for-
their sector of the campus, including-the all-
importantifollow-up,interviews,_consultation,
and other assistance.

Whether the workshop should be-a cAmpus-\
wide event or consisrof a series of workshops
separately for a single or related sectors of the

\ campus depends on the local situation -(for
\ example, a very small institution might prefer

,:.-one central workshop). Another possibility is
to have a central-workshop involving selected
people from each sector and then have these
,people help plan and put on a' similar
workshopthat contains more pertinent case
examplesfor their sectors of the campus.
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Because on- campus sersonnel are very busy,
having the workshop prior to the start of
school or between terms, extending it over two
days (for example, from noon to noon), and
placing if in a retreat setting are desirable. If it
is necessary to have it during the school year,
a carefully selected Saturday may be an op-
tion; or splitting it up into an hour or so a week
for several weeks may be necessary.

It is important to have the workshop(s) en-
joyable and yet serious,- fast -paced and yet not
so rapid-moving that understanding is hirf-
dered, well organized and disciplined and yet
informal and friendly.

9. Distribute Brochures and Conduct Workshops
as- Planned Then Evaluate
Plans -for evaluating the reception of and reac-
tions to the brochure and workshop(s), for
determining what= more information and
clarifications are needed by different people,
and for determining -the need to make
available. follow-up _implementation and
consultative assistance and/or training
workshops to-help -apply the Structure and

C7

outcomes concepts to actual planning,
evaluation, and other pertinent problems,
should have been completed =in Step 8. It
would be useful also to have a specially
designed questionnaire (tailored to the local
situation) to be completed immediately after
the workshops or within several days, plus
follow-up interviews with individuals or small
groups.

10. Make Available and Publicize the Availability,
of Follow-Up Application Assistance
Based on- the evaluation of Step 9 and
deliberations of the planning committee,
develop, make available, and let units
throughout the campus know about. the
availability of assistance in applying out-
comes concepts and the Structure ,to -par-
ticular planning, management, and evaluation
activities. This could include advisory and
consulting assistance, in-depth training
workshop's for staff who will be applying out-
come concepts and-the'Structure, and direct
assistance in applying-the Structure and out-
come concepts to help' meet pertinent needs.
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Appendix A

The Coding Scheme for the Structure

The successful use otthe Outcomes Structure.for
all three basic processes discussed in Part III of
this document rests- on the fact that for each
dimension there are successive levels of in-
creasingly detailed categories. Assigned to each
category is a code number that has as many digits
as there are levels of d- -tail in the dimension,
where the first digit identifies the first-level
category, the second digit identifies the second -
level- category within the first level category that
was specified (a zero indicates that none or all of
them are included), and so forth. As discussed in
Step 8 of Process 1 (page 20), -the user of the
Structure can add additional levels of detail if
desired, and this adds one digit to each= code
number for every level of detail added. Multi-
dimensional categories have code numbers -con-
sisting= of sets of -digits (each identifying a
category for one of the dimensions) separated by
decimal points.

The code numbers provide an abbre,viated and
more economical:way of referring:to categories in
the Structure=than uSingidescriptive =terminology.
For example, -it is much easier to say- or write
"13.1132.22" than- "long- duration change in in-
come andsstandard of living appearing:after
graduation for the family and relatives of students
and former students." The coding for each
dimenSion, and-for multi-dimensional categories,
;s discussed= separately in the sections that
follow.

Coding for the "Audience" Dimension Categories

The "audience" dimension of the Structure refers
to the people, the communities, or the-th'ngs that
receive orareaffected by that-are intended to
receive or be affected-oy) the outcome of concern.
The categories and subcategories of the audience
dimension (along with defir.itions where needed)
are shown in Tables 1 and 2 on pages *and 5.
Note-that there are two levels of detail, with the
first digit of each code number identifying the
first-level categories and the second digit iden-
tifying the second-level categories. Note also that

within a level, the subcategories are listed in the
order of- a logical (but presumably neutral,
valuewise) progression, and numbered con-
secutively. A digit of zero indicates that none of
those categories at this level apply (that this level
is being bypassed) or that all of them apply.

If more detail is needed for any second-level
category (and this may often be the case), an ad-
.ditional level of detail can be added to the dimen-
sion, as outlined in the discussion of Step 3-on,
page,16. The third - level- categories for each
second-level category would be represented,by a
third digit added to the code-number. The third,
level categories would-be-ordered within-each
second - level category according to some logical,
.but neutral, progression or else alphabetically,
and they would then be-numbered consecutively.
A third digit of zero would represent cases where
the "audience " is-broad or unsegmented at this
level of detail.

Still more levels of detail in the audience dimen-
sion could be added if needed. A fourth level-of
detail would necessitate four-digit codes, a fifth
level of detail woulci necessitate five-digit codes,
and so forth.

Coding 'for the "Type-of=Outcome" Dimension
Categories

The: "type-of-outcome" dimension idenlifies
whether or not the outoome:involvesna change-in
status-(maintenance- versus change), and--the
basic entity that is maintained or changed:-(such
aslcnowledge and understanding, skills and com-
petencies, attitudes and -- values, certification
status,- income; standard of living, social interac-
tions, and art forms or expression). This dimen-
skin of the Structure has foui. levels ofdelail, with
categories -for the -first three levels shown -in
Tables:3 and 4 on;pages 6-7, and with definitions
for the categories given iniAppen,aix=f37(pages 39
through 51). Categories and definitions -for the
fourth level of- detail (!`-maintenance" versus
"changrl=are on page 20.
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Because there are four levels of detail, each
category of the type-of-outcome dimension is
represented by a four - digit- code number. Within
each of the first three levels ,of detail,. the
categories are ordered alphabetically (except for
the "other" categories, which are always placed
last), and the digit for each level of- detail num-
bered accordingly. The two categories for the
fourth level of detail go from status quo (1) to
alteration of the status quo (2), and once again a
digit of zero indicates -that no differentiation is
being made.

If there is a need for more detail, additional levels
of detail can also be added for the type-of-
outcome aimension, as discussed in Step 9 -on
page 20. A fifth level of detail would necessitate a
five-digit code number for the categories of this
dimension, and an extra digit would have to be
added for each other level of detail added.

Coding for "Time" Dimension Categories

The "time'dimension refers to when the outcome
occurs and/or haw long it lasts. Because
agreement could= not be reached on- any
categories and the categories= needed vary
depending on the audience of concern and on the
situation,, no categories were- assigned to this
dimension of the Structure. After evaluating his or
her -needy .the user should decide how many levels
of detail are needed for this dimension, decide on
categories for each level, order the dategories at
each level' (separately- for each category, at the
next higher level) alphabetically or In some
neutral and logical progression, and number each
category consecutively so that all categories will
have assigned code numbers. An examgle of this
is Table 5 on page 8.

Coding for Multi-Dimension Categories

Each of the 33 "audience" categories and sub-
categories in the Structure can be divided-into the
224 different categories and subcategories of-the
"type-of-outcome" dimension; which results in
7,392-possible audience/type-of-outcome-com-
bination- categories for which-information can be
sorted. The code number for such a-combination
category is.the audience code number and the
type-c:-outcome code number separated by a
decimal-point. For example, the code number of
"change-in. intellectual-skills of students" would

be 11.2252, and the code number of "maintaining
the economic productivity of the local com-
munity" would be 31.1311. If one additional level
of detail were added to both dimensions because
of local =needs for additional specificity, there
would be three digits in the set of numbers prior
to the decimal point and five digits in the set of
numbers after the decimal point.

If you add categories for the "time" dimension,
the code number for each three-dimension
category consists of three sets' of numbers
separated by decimal points; where the code for
the "audience" dimension is liSted first, the code
for the "type-of-outcome" dimension is listed
second, and the code for the "time" dimension is
listed last. Suppose, for example, that a -user of
the Structure developed the following
student/former student categories and sub-
categories for "time," and assigned the indicated
code numbers to each '(note that two levels of
detail are shown):

10. Short-Duration Outcomes

-11 . Short-duration
outcomes agpear-
ing at or prior to
graduation

-12: ShartAuration
outcomes appear-
ing after gradu-

. ation

20. Long-DUration Outcomes

21. Long-duration
outcomes appear-
ing at or prior
to graduation

22. Long-duration
outcomes appear-
ing after gradu,
ation

The code number for " ong-duration change in
income and. standard of living appearing after
graduation-for the family and relatives of students"
would be 13.1132.22, assuming that the userof
the Structure did not add levels of detail to either
the "audience" or the 'type-of-outcome" dimen-
sion. Similarly, 31.3001.21 would be the code
number for "long- duration knowledge, tech-
nology, and art form maintenance outcomes
appearing at or prior to graduation of_students, for
the local community" (an example would be art
students at the college helping local community
residents keep local art objects from
deteriorating).
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Appendix B

'Definitions and Outcome MeasUre'or Indicator Examples
For theType.ofOutcome Subcategories

Page

Economic Outcomes Y 40

Human Characteristics Outcomes 41

KnoWledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomes 48

Resource and Service Provision Outcomes 50

Other Maintenance and Change OUtcomes 51

.

Q

The code number for each category is given in the left margin (if the focus is on only
maintenance the fourth digit would- become "1," or- if the focus Is on only change the
fourth digit would become "2"). Category definitions are provided in the next column, and
several examples of possible indicators or measures of such outcomes are provided in the
right-hand column for each category. The measures and indicators- listed are only
illustrative examples. The majority= of examples given are for individuals, but it should be
remembered that composites of these can often serve as indicators for communities and
other populations. Future NCHEMS work will include -the development of relatively
comprehensive lists of indicators for selected categories of the structure.



Cat 90rY
Code Number

. _

1000 ECONOMIC OUTCOMES'

-
1100

1110

1120

1130

.

Economic Access and independence OutcomesOutcomes that relate to the entrance into, obtainability, flexibility, and levels and
amounts of monetary or pecuniary situations, conditions, and characteristics.

(Categories)

Economic"Access The amount of oPenness or ease of admittance
to economic opportunities, advancement.

.

.
(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

.

Percentage of students obtaining their first full-time job in the field
of their choice within a spocif led time after graduation.

)
The number of alternatives for an entry level Job open to minority ._.
group graduates compared to minority group nongraduates.

. .

Economic Flexibility,;Adeptability, and SecurityThe amounts of
self-auffIclancy..liberty, frugality, thrift. self-government,
confidence, certainty, safeguards, stability, and adjustment that
WS exhibited in economic matters.

,

Geographic mobility of college.graduate3 compared to those not
attending college. .

Self-report of college graduates about the economic security for
them and their laminae, and the contribution of college to this.

.

income and Standard of Living Amount 'of profits, return on
investment, necessities and comforts of life, wealth, and other
signs of economic "well-being" that we obtained or possessed.
Included Is direct support provided to Individuals and the
community through local purchases by the educational Institution
and through staff salaries and wages.

Amount of annual and lifetime earnings of those attending college
compared to those n_ ot attending college. '

Average student and/or former student reported scores on scales
measuring perceptions and a 'aluations of their current and desired
socio-economit level: .* .

1210

1220

Economic Resources And CostsOutcomes that relate to the amount and type of material, energy, effort, peoplei organization, and
other economic assets that are available or that a_ re expended in economic activities and produ :ion.

(Citegories)

Economic Costs end EfficiencyThe amounts of sacrifice, effort.
expenditure, and paste present in economic activities and
production.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

The absenteelsin and tardiness on-the-job of college graduates as
-compared to nonstudents.

The number_of firnis that use the coliggkdegree as an Inexpensive-
-screening device that allows.them to hire qualified employees at
minimum Initial cost to the firm.

Economic Resources (including employees)The assets available
that can aid economic production. distribution, and gain.

Percentage of college graduates employed In management- -

posit icns within a specified time after graduation.

Average number of patents and/or copyrights received per student,
former student, and/or faculty member.

1

1310

Economic Production Outcomes that relate to the creation of goods, services. and economic value.

(Categories)

Economic-Productivity and ProductionThe value of goods and
services that are created or produced by- and within specific

_enterprises of "audiences" or clients of the educational Institution,
and especially in relation Jo the resources expended In the

-enterprise.

-'. ,.. -

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Percentage of college graduates who Can adequately do their
personallyping and complete their own Income Mir forms As a
result of having attendee. college.

Expert- judges'_ ratings of the amount of Increased worker
production and higher worker motivation that results from having
attended college.

Economic Services ProvidedAmount and type of direct-
assistance activities provided by the educational Institution or Its
Jubunits in the economic area.

Dollar amount- of -goods -and" services bought In the local
community by the Institution, Its staff, and Its students. Number
of hours 'of consultation in the business area provided to area
companies and institutions by the university's college of business.

1400

, -
Other Economic OutcomerAn example would be that a company with a large payroll located In this community rather than another
similatcoriLMInntybecause_thwels a more prestigious college here.

'Many of the subcategories for this categoiy were suggested by the economic outputs classification developed by Goodman (1971).
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Category
Code Number 2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES

2100

2110

2120

2130

2140

AspirationsLevels, patterns, and directions (in persons; groups, organizations, or communitles),of interests, desires, drives,
ambitions, goals, and Intentions.

(Categories)

Deskaal Alms, or Goa/Sr-Places, conditions, things, or other ends
that Individuals and/or "groups- crave, toward which they have
ambition, or that they Intend to reach because of importance to
th6m.

iN1111111

(Examples of Outcome Measures of Indicators)

Changes in observed desires from college entrance to graduation.

Changes In the reported aspirations for graduate school as a class
proceedithrough undergraduate school.

Self-report of changes in goals and aspirations as a result of
college.

Dislikes, Likes, and InterostsThe persons or types of persons,
objects, content areas, occupations and other things and
situations for which there Is a preference or antipathy.

The reported likes and dislikes of persons before college as
compared to after graduation, and comparison with such change
over the same period of time for those the same age not attending
college.

Score or change In score on an inteiest Inventory, e.g., Strong
Vocational interest Blank, Kuder General Interest Survey, Kuder
Occupational Interest Survey, ACT interest Inventory.'

Selfreport of changes In Interests as a result of college.

Motivation or Drive Level The _Intensity of striving toward a goal
that 13 elicited by a road or other stimulus.

Score or change In score on an Instrument that measures "need for
achievement" or "achievement motivation," e.g., the= Strong
Vocational-Interest Blank = Academic Achievement Scale, the
College Student Oueitionnaire Motivation for Grades Scale, the
California Psychological Inventory -AchlevemeneScales, Personal.
Value inventory.

Self-report of changes In motivation level as a result of college.

Other Aspirational Outcomes

2210

2220

Competence and SkillsLevels, patterns, and direction of ability, capability, proficiency, and talent of different kinds,

(Categories)

Acadomic.SkillsThe amount of ability or competence In taking
tests, earning good grades, persisting in college, etc. without
regard to the amount of cognitive learning that has taken place.

(Examf.1,:, of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Grades earned when the effect of abilitymotivation, and other
such factors save been controlled.

Perifitence In college when the effects of ability, motivation, and- --
other such factors have been cancelled out.

Score or change In score on a test of study skills, e.g., Brown-
Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes, Comprehensive
Test of Bas".c Study Skills.

Citizenship end Family Membership Skills The, ability or
competence to perfOrm relative to the rights, duties, and privileges
of a member of a family, community, state or nation; for example,
competence In managing-family finances, being an effective
consumer, and evaluating political. Issues.

Selfreport of -abilities pertaining _specif 'catty to citizenship and
home membership that college accentuated.

Evaluation by others of citizenship and home membership skills
mastery exhibited.

Score or change in score on the Vineland Social Maturity Scales.

As an example, one could at graduation compare interest test scores of college students to a group of their high school ciessmates not attending
college who had similar interests In high school. As another example, one could look at Interest te6 change scores for college students, adjusted
for initial level.
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Category
Code Number 2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

2230

2240

2250

2260

2270

2280-

2290

,

$

.

Creativity SkillsThe amount of ability or competence in
designing, producing, or otherwise bringing into existence original
perspectives, explanations, and implementations.

Score or change In score on a test that measures originality and
creative ability, e.g Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking. Test of,
Creative Ability. Guilford's' Alternate- Uses Test. Sixteen
Personality Factors Questionnaire Creativity Scale. -Personality

Evaluation by Judges of creative ability demonstrated In a building
or forming task.

Expression and Communication SkillsThe amount of ability or
competence in conveying information, attitudes, or.emotions ort_a
one-to-one basis and/or to large or small groups or populations,
by whatever media, in order to inform, challenge, uplift, and/or
persuade, etc.. and In receiving and interpreting such
communicationsthroUgh reading, writing, speaking, listening,
touching; body movement; silence, and cultural arts like acting.
painting. sculpturing, singing. playing musical instruments. etc.

...

Score or change in score on tests that measure the ability to
communicate or express -oneself. . 1 /
Judges' rating in a debate or speech contest.

Judges' rating of expression in a music, art, or ballet contest.

.

Intellectual SkillsThe amount of ability or competence in
formulating and analyzing problems, comprehending and
understanding, synthesizing information, evaluating information,
Implementing a solution to a problem, and In locating, retaining,
and filtering relevant knowledge. .-

Score or changeln score on a test that measures ability to analyze
and solve problems and to make inferences, e.g., California Test of
Mental Maturity, WatsonGlazer Critical Thinking Appraisal,
California Psychological Inventory intellectual Efficiency Scale.

Selfreport of changes In analytical ability as a result of college.

Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational SkillsThe amount
of ability or competence in effectively living and interacting with
others, social organizing. being a congenial friend and companion,
establishing courses of action for others. and influencing others to
I ollow,

Leadership awards.

Self perceptions and evaluation of Interpersonal and leadership
ability.-

...
.

Perceptions by judges of interpersonal and leadership skills.

Score or change in score on a test that measures leadership and
interpersonal ability, e.g., California Psychological inventory
Leadership Scale, Chapin Social insight Scale.

Occupational SkillsThe amount of ability or_competence in the
special, unique skills required by particular occupations. and in
-seeking, gaining. and maintaining a particular level and kind of
employment.

Spatial relations test scores for someone who Is, or Is going to be.
an artist.

-Demonstrated ability in writing FORTRAN or COBOL for someone
who is,-or is going to be, a computer programmer.

Score- or change In score on the Bennett Mechanical
Comprehension Test.

'.

Physical and Motor SkillsThe ability or competence -In -tasks
requiring physical coordination, dexterity. manipulation, and other
muscular Or motor skills.

1

.

Score or change in score on tests that measure motor skills, e.g.,
Crissey Dexterity Test; Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test.

Judges' scores on skill events in athletic competition --such as
gymnastics, diving, and figure skating.

Other Skill OutcomesExamples are the ability to teach
effectively, to handle one's leisure, etc. .

2300

-2310

Morale, Satisfaction, and Affective CharacteristicsLevels, patterns, and directions of characteristics typified by emotion.

(Categories)
...

.

AttitudesThe disposition or tendency to respond either
positively or negatively to particular persons or types of persons,
things, situations, etc. 8 is a predisposition to act in a certain way.

AND
ValuesA strong preference based on a conception of what is
deiirable, important, and worthy of esteem. Values affect an
Individual's actions and thoughts toward others.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or indicators)

Score or change in score on an attitude scale, e.g., Thurston and
Chave's Scale for Measuring Attitudes Toward the Church, College.
Student Questionnaire Part I, Adorno Ethnocentrism Scale, Shaw
and Wright Scales for the Measurement of Attitudes.

Selfreport of one's attitudes and the effect of college on them.

Score or change in score on an Instrument that assesses values,
e.g., AlportVernonLindsey Study of Values, Differential Value
Profile, Work Values inventory.

Selfreport of one's values and the effect of college on helping to
clarify them.
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2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of LifeThe acceptance
and Internalization of particular propositions or declarations; the
particular things that one Is convinced are true. The held view of
what 'Oman" is, the purposes and reasons for a person's existence.
and the system of principles and laws that should govern his: her
thought, morels, character, and conduct or behavior. Included is
the promotion of and the adherence to the conventions. practices,
and teachings of religious organizations or sects.

Score or change in score on Instruments that use 1.-e.lefs, e.g., \
Harvey's Conceptual Systems Test, Inventory of Beliefs.

Self-report of one's beliefs and commitments and the effect of
coilege on them.

The membership and participation in, and support of, a particular
religious organization or cause prior to as compared with after
college.

Self-report of one's philosophy of life and the effect of college on
clarifying and organizing it.

Feelings and EmotionsThe disposition or tendency to respond or
not respond subjectively to stimuli and the ability to control or not
control such expressions, Lc,. feelings of anguish or distress,
anticipation. anxiety, concern, contentment, empathy, excitement,
fear. frustration. happiness and joy, humor, lethargy, love,
pleasure, satisfaction, Sorrow. et;.

Openness and acceptance of feelings before collegetompared to
alter,college.

Development of an appreciation of different cultures and -a wide
range of human values as a result of college.

Greater reported satisfaction with life as a result of college.

Mores, Customs, and Standards of ConductSocial and cultural
practices, rules, and conventions designed to guide personal and
corporate behavior. They have strong ethical or moral significance

-- according to tradition and are enforced by social disapproval of
violations.

Self-report of the effect of college on assimilation or Internalization
of the customs of community or society.

Score or change in score on the California Psychological inventory
Socialization Scale.

The adherence to particular mores or social customs prior to
college as compared to after college.

The amount of setijectivity and emotion guiding one's standards of
conduct prior to college as compared to after college.

Olher Affective Outcomes

Perceptual CharacteristicsLevels, patterns. and directions of consciousness, awareness, and sensitivity exhibited, and the view(s)
or concept(s) of self, others. surroundings, events. Ideas, etc.

(Categories)

Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity The amount of conscious-
ness or awareness of, or sensitivity to. stimuli that are exhibited by
individuals or groups.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators).

Increased sensitivity to needs and emotional cues provided by
others.

Increased alertness to the opportunities confronting one.

Perception of Self The -view held about oneself; the character-
istics that are perceived, i.e.. self concept.

Development of positive selfregard and self-confidence as a result
-of college.

Score or change In score on a self-concept: scale,_e.g.,_Adjective
-Check -List, -California Psychological Inventory:Self -ftscceptance
Scale, Tennessee Self Concept Scale.

Perception of OthersThe manner In which other individuals and
particular groups of 'others are viewed or perceived; the
characteristics that are peiceived.

Reports by observers about how a person's respect for others has
changed as a mull of college.

Self-report of how one's view of others has changed as a result of- _

college.

Perception of ThingsThe view one holds (i.e., the characteristics
noted) of ideas or other things being examined with the physical
senses.

Increased respect for the Ideas of others as result of college.

Movement as a result of college exPeriences from seeing things as
all "black and white" tosomplex:grays "

Other Peiceptual Outcomes
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Category
Code Number -2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

o

2500

2510-

2520

2530

_ \

_2540

2550

2560

2570

\
\\

,_

. ,
Personality and Personal Coping characteristics Levels, patterns, and directions of human conditions, factors, and traits related
specifically to the mind and mental processes (other than skills, knowledge, and understanding).

.

(Categories)
'-'

Adventurousness and InitiativeWillingness to take chances and
risks; how dating an individual is; willingness to take a stand or
speak -out; willingness and capacity to initiate personafaction or to
become actively involved. _

.
.s

.

- (Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Reports by impartial observers of changes in initiative that seem to
have resulted fror -,ollege attendance.-

rtSelfrepo of the effect of college on one's willingness to take a .
chance, e.g., to take in educated guess on an exam.

, - n
The frequency that one exhibits speaking out on Issues-as the
college career progresses.

Autonomy and IndependenceThe amount of freedom from
control and Influence of others that is exhibited.

Score or change_ in score on personality scales that measure
autonomy and Independence, e.g., Sixteen Personality Factors >-
Questionnaire Group:Dependent vs. Self-Sufficient Scale,
Edwards Personality Inventory Independent In His Opinions Scale,
College Student Questionnaire-independence -Scales, -Omnibus
Personality inventory Autonomy Scale.

Self-report of willingness to or "stand up for one's rights"
and the effect of college attendance on suchWillingness.

_Doper:dab/My and ResponsibilityThe, amount of reliability,
trustworthiness; and- accountability for own- behaviorAhat_ is

-exhibited;

_

=Reports by _observers_ of -changes- in dependability -and ' z

responsibility that have occurred during college;

Score or change In score on scales that measure dependability and-
responsibility, -e.g., California-Psychological:Inventory Responsk
bility Scale,_--Edvauds:Personality Inver ton/ -Assumes z Responsl-
bility Scale,_Sixteen Personality-Ft:I:As Questlonitaire Expedient
-vs.-Conscientious Scale.

.

Dogmatism. -Authoritarianism, __and Open-MindednessThe
-amount of open-mindedness. assertiveness, unassertiveness,
and/or unquestioning-obedience to authority that Is exhibited.

\

I

Reports of expert - observers about changes-In open-mindedness
that have taken place during college.

-

Score or change In score on_ a scale that measures dogmatism
and/or authoritarianism, e.g.,-Rokeach_ Dogmatism Scale,
California -Psychological = inventory Dominince`:Scale; Omnibus

-Personality Inventory_Religious Orientation Scale.
,..

-_--

-Flexibility and Adaptability The amount of 'adjustment to new and_
changing situations and circumstances that Is exhibited.

Score or change in score on a scale that measures flexibility, e.g.,
California-Psychological Inventory_ Flexibility: Scale, -Omnibus
Personality Inventory Practical Outlook Scale, Sixteen Personality
Factors Questionnaire Practical vs; Imaginative Scale.

Reports by observers of changes In adaptability and flexibility thatadaptability
have occurred during college.

= Self-report of the effect Of college on adaptabilityand flexibility.

-Habits7-The tendency to perform certain actions-or to behave_in
characteristic. automatic ways.

Observations by others of changes In habit orientation that-have z

occurred during attendance.

i Selfreport of changes In habits that have resulted from college.

.

-Psychological FunctioningThe amount- of psychological
adjustment, contact with reality, selfunderstanding,- and self-
actualization (optimum selfrealization) that is exhibited.

.

-The-amount-of realization- of one's actual- strengths and-
v..eaknesses, and of what is reality.

Score- or - changes -In -score on an-instrumentithat measures-
psychological adjustment, e.g., MinnesotaMultiphaslc -Personality.
Inventory, Sixteen Personality_Factors,;,QuestIonnelrei.-Moody------- --. _ 7"-- Wablaid Ciircla 1st.

Reports by expert observers about changes In the-psychological
functioning- of -Individuals =that- have occurred,_durIng_ college

_ attendance.

'-...
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Category
Cods Number

2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

2580

2500

Tolerance and PersistenceThe amount of endurance, tenacity,
forbearance, patience, and restraint that Is exhibited.

Observations by others of changes in tolerance and penAetence
during college.

Score or changes In score on an instrument that measures
tolerance and persistence, e.g., Edwards Personality Inventory
Persistence Scale, California Psychological Inventory Tolerance
Scale.

Other Personality and Personal Coping Outcomes

2600

2610

Physical and Physiological CharacteristicsLevels, patterns, and directions of human body traits and processes (other than skill
functioning).

(Categories)

Physical Fitness and TraitsPhysical and physiological
characteristics such as toughness, ondurance, strength; speed,
flexibility or dexterity, physical energy, muscular control, size,
vocal characteristics, etc.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Score or change In score on physical fitness tests, e.g., AAHPER
Youth Fitness Tests, Basic Fitness Tests.

Self-report of "feeling in better physical shape" as -a result of
college.

Physiological Health The physical well.being of individuals; how
well the system of normal bodily operations Is functioning.

Medical doctors health physical examination report at college
entrance compared to at college graduation.

Self -report of the effect of college attendance on how well alumni
take care of their bodies.

Other Physical or Physiological Outcomes

0

7/00

_2710

2720

2730

2740

Status, Recognition, arid CertificationLevels, patterns, and direction concerning recognition of accompliahmente, Power, Prereficle,
reputation, etc.

(Categories)

Completion =or Achievement AwardA certificate, diploma, or
some other award for having completed a course or program, for
some demonstrated proficiency; or for accomplishment of some
type.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

An honorary degree:

Graduation diploma.

Alumni achievement award.

Sales award or a Job promotion.

Danforth Fellowship Award.

Being named a Rhodes Scholar.

Credit Recognition7-Formal or Informal acknowledgement of work
compieted or of confidence, trust, approval, etc.

Graduate school grades.

Credit hours given for completing a course.

By-line credit for a movie, playbook, °cuticle.

Financial credit rating Issued by a bank or credit bureau.

Image, Reputation, or StatusThe amount of fame, distinction,
respect, and standing in the eyes or the- profession, the
community, or some other group.

Being on the social register,

Beir g listed In Who's Who.

Oral and written acknowledgements from others.

Being interviewed by the press, radio, or TV.

Writing an autobiography that Is published or having a biography
written about you.

Licensing and_,CertilisationFormal written authority that s

person or firm is qualified and has met the test to practice some
skill or speciality occupation

Entry into the slate bar.

Passing a cosmetology ii:ensIng exam.

Being a certified public accountant.

An insurance company that has been licensed to sell in a state.
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Category
Cady Number

_

,2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

2750

2780

2770

2780

.

Obtaining a Job or Admission to a Fotow-Up ProgramSuccess
. In being selected for a postgraduate employment position or a

special educational program at a higher level.

Entrance to a university after graduation from o community
college.

i
Entrance to law, medical, or graduate school.

Being selected by the civil service.

-Being selected fora company executive position. .

Being hired in the special field for which the training applied.

Power and/or AuthorityThe amount of acknowledged
authorization or ability to influence, command, enforce obedience,
or set policy as a right of rank, position, delegated jurisdiction,
skill, strength, wealth, etc.

.

.

Appointment or election to a position of authority;

Earning promotion to a position of authority.

Influencing important community or public decisions.
,

Getting acknowledgedsredit for the Important Job having gotten
done.

.

Job, School, or Life SuccessEvidence of success In one's
occupation or career, In graduate or professional school, or in
some other aspect of one's life that is covered in any of the above
categories.

Self report of success in career.

Teacivers rating of success In graduate school.
_

Employer's rating of overall onthe-job performance.

Other Status, Recognition, and Ceitification Outcomes
,

2800

2810

2820

2850

, __

Social Activities and RolesLevels, patterns, and directions of social functions assumed and carried out.

(Categories)

Adjustment to RetirementAltering self and lifestyle to meet the
needs and adapt to the !Imitations of the retirement years.

.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)
.

Percentage -of college educated retirees reporting =productive
retirement years compared to reports of those who-never attended
college.

.

Self- report- of -the effect of having = attended college on -the
retirement years.

AffiliationsFinding appropriate organizations and Institutions to
join and associate with, and being accepted by them.

. Number of- a:tiilations and changes-in affiliations for -college-
graduates as compared to those never attending college.

Self-report of the effect of having attended college on -the -

affiliations sought and on the affIllations won.

- .

Avocations! and Social Activities and RolesFinding, pursuing,
and achieving rewarding nonwork activities, hobbles. and parts to
play in society, and exhibiting that pattern of behavior that Is
expected of persons having the status that has been earned.

The social roles and avocations of college graduates as compared
to those who never attended college.

Self-report -of the effect of having= attended- college on the .
avocational and social roles sought, and on thoSr practiced.

Career and Vocational Activities- and RolesExhibiting the
patterns of behavior expected andtor that are needed for the part in
ihe "world of work" that has been accepted or entered into.

, c

The career roles of college graduates as compared to those who
never attended college. , -

'
Reports of employers concerning the advancement and roles o'
college trained- employees versus -the advancement and
occupational roles of those who never attended college,

t
Citizenship Activities and RolesFacilitating and contributing to Percent votmg in a municipal or state election
-g over nm en tarn-fiat torte---e-h-d-1-6 I he---overall iiiell:beirig---cif
Individuals, the community, and larger society. Financial and other contributions given to service organizations.

Percent running for public office or campaigning for someone who
is,

4 -O
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Category
Code Number 2000 HUMAN CHARACTERISTIC OUTCOMES (continued)

2880

- .
.

2870

2880 "

Family Activities and Roles Contributing to and facilitating
family functions, i.e.. parent roles. sibling roles, son/daughter
roles, etc. .

The family roles of college graduates as compared to those who
, never attended college. ,

Self-report of effect-ot the college on the roles played In ode's
family. i

Friendships and RelationshipsSocially interacting with and
entering into and sustaining intimate. In-depth, and) satisfying
associations with others.

Characteristics of friends and relationships of college educated
people versus those neverattending college.

s
c>

Self - report of the effect of college on friendships and social
relationships.

Other Activity and Role Outcomes -,

Other Human Characteristic Outcomes
i .

ei
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CatMY
Code Number _

s.
3000 KNOWLEDGE. TECHNOLOGY. AND ART FORM OUTCOMES "

3100

3110

3120

3130

General Knowledge and Understanding' - Familiarity with. analysis-and comprehension of, and application of facts and principles
across broad areas of study-breadth of knowledge an understanding-is a result of dissemination through educational- teaching-
learning activities'.

.

(Categories)

Knowledge and Understanding of General Pacts and
nominology-KnowIng about and understanding, and having an
adequate vocabulary to be able to describe, the reality. existence,
and circumstances of particular sensory (observed, heard, felt,
etc ) phenomena, objects, people, products, events, conditions,
etc.. or components thereof.

.,

----.
(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Students' scores occhanges in score on standardized or classroom
tests that measure knowledge and understanding of general
terminology and/or facts. For example, -the Miller Analogies Test
-focuses entirely on knowledge and understanding of -general
terminology, and tests like the College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) or the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) general exam Include
coverage of general terminology and facts.

Students' self.report of knowledge and understanding about
*

general terminology and facts.

II
Students' scores or changes in score on standardized or classroom
tests- measuring comprehension of general conventions,
processes, and methodologies.

Students' grades in a general application survey course.

- KnoWledge and Understanding of General Processes-Knowing
about and understanding customs, rules and standards for
-! sents. guidelines, processes, methods, procedures,

was, trends, and other ways of applyinc)and making use of
._ , ..ogy and facts.

Knowledge and Understanding of General Theory-Knowing about
and understanding principles and generalizations. theoretical
formulations, hypotheses, supposition, conjecture, etc.

Students' scores or changes in score on standardized or classroom
tests measuring comprehension of general theories In a broad field
of study.

Students* grades in a general survey -course- on theories of
philosophy. .

3140- Other General Knowledge and Understanding.

.

3200

.

3210

-

. ,
Specialized Knowledge and Unde:standing*-Familiarity with, analysis and comprehension of, and application of facts andprinciples
in specialized fields of study=depth of knowledge and understanding-as a result-of dissemination through educational
teaching/learning activities. o

(Categories)

Knowledge and Understanding -ol Specialized Pacts -and-
Terminology-Knowing about -and understanding, and-having an
adequate vocabulary to be able to describe the reality.-existence,
and-circumstances of particular_ sensory (observed. heard, _felt,

-etc.) phenomena, objects, people, products, events, conditions,
-- -etc., or components thereof.

,

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Students scores or changes In score on standardized or classroom
tests -that, measure knowledge and understanding In sa narrow,
specialized area of study. Professional certification and licensing -,
exams usually focus on this type of knowledge. as do tests like the
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) subject exams or-the

.._ _ Graduate Record Exam.(GRE) area exams._ _

Students' self.report of knowledge, and understanding about-
specialized terminology and facts. .

"3220,

.

3230

.

3240

. .

Knowledge and Underitandingol Specialized Processes-Knowing
about -and= understanding customs, rules -and standards for,

judgments, guidelines. processes, methods. -procedures.
techniques. trends, and other ways of applying and making uie of. .

termlnology,and facts:

' X

_i_

StudentS' scores or changes in score on standardized or classroom
tests measuring comprehension of conventions. .processes,,
meth,x1ofogies.,anci-techniques unique-to- particular specialized _

_profeasionsordiscIplines.
. -' . .

Students' grades in a specialized professional course or program.r ..

---

-
Knowledge am Understanding ol Specialized Theory -rKnowing
about and i, iderstanding principles and ge,neralizations,
theoretical -formulations, hypotheses. supposition, conjecture.

.. \ ,, Tetc.

, ,...
. .

Students' scores or changes in score on standardized or claSsroom
esta theoretical-
formulations and models. -

.. ... _ .,

,

"Sjudent's' gradesirra course that_ goes_into depth' about _one or
more theories or models unique to a specialized diScipline.or -
prolesshin.

Other Specialized Knowledge and Undersrandin§-
. . .

. : -.
.

.
3100 .

V
-

. . s . . --I
Rasura and Sclzelarshifi -Knowledge and understanding, techniques, aqd physical kroducts-resulting from basic Ana aP-Phed", . -research and schblarshilx - 1- - ' ;,- 1. .--,- a , _

-The subcategories used for this calegary came from Eilocm-(1956j
S
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Category
Code Number 3000 KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ART FORM OUTCOMES (continued)

(Categories)

3310 Research and Scholarship Knowledge and UnderstandingThe
discovery, development, preservation, and professional dissemin-
ation of knowledge and understanding resulting from activities
.conductedin basic and applied research and scholarship.

3320

( Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Average number of basic research publications, applied research
publications, textbooks, or monographs, etc., per student, former
student, and/or faculty member over a specific period of time.

Number of 'faculty members and/or former students in the
sciences listed in American Men of Science.

Research and Scholarship ProductsApplied techniques (for
example, a new therapy treatment In the field of medicine or a now
technique in the field of music) and physical products (for
example, a new or refined serum) developed from basic and/or
applied research and scholarship.

3400

3410

3420

3430

3440

3450--

Average number of patents and/or copyrights received per student,
former student, and/or faculty member over a given period of time.

Average number of -awards and citations received per student,
former student, and/or facutly member (over a given period of
time) for discovery or development of technological products.

Art Forms and WorksReproducing and preserving wasting artistic forms and works, and developing new or revised artistic forms and works.

(Categories)

ArchitectureOutcomes involving the design for construction of
buildings, landscape, living complexes. eic.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Number of architectural works completed by students, former
students, and/or faculty.

Number of awards and other recognitions received for architectural
works on the campus commissioned by campus officials.

DanceOutcomes involving preservation or development of
forms, works, and performances in the art of dance.

Number of former students receiving recognition for performances
in this area.

Number of students Involved in dance auditions- and public
performances.

Debate and OratoryOotcomes Involving preservation or
development of forms and performances In the oratory arts.

Competition record over a period of years of the college's debate
team.

--,
, .

The average number of graduates each year who go on to some
kind of oratorical career. .

DramaOutcomes Involving the preservation or development of
forms, works. and performances In the professional and amateur

-theatrical arts.

The number of-students _sera profession: = acting career,
and the number acting on an amateur basis,

The number of drama performances put on for the local community_
each year.

Literaturfrand-WrldngzzOutcomes-InvolvIng-the-preservat
development of forms and works In the production of prose, verse.
and other writings.

The -average- number -of- literary - works-each- year - published by
students, former students, and /or faculty members.

The number of students and faculty each year who have entared a'
formal state or national writing competition.

3470

3410

3490

MusicOutcomes involving tt preservation or development of
forms, works, and performance in the professional and amateur
theatricai arts.

The number of musical productions put on each year by the college
that are open to the public.

The number of students involved in public musirecitals and other
performances.

Painting. Drawing. and PhotographyOutcomes involving -the
preservation or development of forms or works In the graphic and
pictorial arts.

The number of paintings, and their quality in the campus art
gallery.

The number of awards won over a certain period of time for
pictorial works by students, former students, and faculty
members.

SculptureOutcomes involving the preservation or development of
forms or works in the carving, chiseling, casting, modeling, or
other sculpturing areas

The - number of sculptures that have been commissioned by the
college and placed throughout the campus.

The forms of sculpture that have been developed on the campus.

Qther Fine Arts

'Other Knowledge, Technology, and Art-Form_Outcomes
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Category
Code Number 4000 RESOURCE AND SERVICE.....

,

PROVISION OUTCOMES

4100

4110

4120

, I
Provision of Facilities and EventsThe availability, use, and participation In campus happenings, buildings, equipment, and other
resources by students, other individuals. and particular groups or communities.

(Categories)

Provision otFacilitiesAvailability.and,use of-campus-grounds.
buildings, rooms, equipment, etc.

,.

.

(Examples of Outcome Measures or Indicators)

Npmber of -facilities made available to the students during a
particular period of time.

Total number of hours each facility was used by people In the
community, and the number of people-hours of use over aepecific
period of time.

.1

Provision or Sponsorship of EventsAvailability and participation
in happenings on the campus or off that are provided or stimulated
by the college or one of its components.

The number of people who attended athletic events, cultural
events, or othbr events provided and/or sponsored by the college
in any one year.

The number of column inches of newspaper Coverage received by
specific events in local, regional, and national newspapers,

.

4:00

4210

4220

4230

Provision of Direct ServicesThe availability, use, and receipt by students, other individuals, and particular groups or communities of
, assistance. care, or other service.

- %.1

(Categories)

Teaching'Activities and programs designed to instruct and to
impart knowledge, skills. attitudes, etc.

(Examples of Outcome Measures-or Indicators)

Average number of courses taught and number of contact hours
per semester in the regular program.
Extension courses provided in any one calendar year.

Advisory and Analytic Assistance Activities and programs
designed for the purpose of (upon request) offering suggestions,
recommendations, counsel, Information, calculations, and
studies.

Number of advisory and analytic assistance services offered to
students, staff, and/or to the public.

Number of person-hours spent by staff in providing this assistance-
over a Specific period of tine.

Treatment, Care, and Referral- ServicesHelping and -direct
assistance services, other than those above, provided by the =

institution, institutional units, and/or institutional staff.
.

The treatmont. care, and referral services offered by the Institution
and its staff, and health services, day care,for children of working
mothers, counseling, crisis referral, ard drug treatment-and the
amount these services are used.

The reported satisfaction orusers-of these services with _the
treatment and care received. sr

4240
Provision 91 Other Services An- example would be direct civic
leadership provided to the community. Another example would be
offering keypunching service.

-

4300-
.. ,

-Other Resource and Service Provision OutcomesAn example could be the attention and good will the college draws to the local-
community bec'ause it is located there.

.
''Some people would consider teaching to always be a producer/facilitator activity that leads to outcomes. Others would, however, consider

teaching to be an output that results from the Interaction of faculty, equipment, students, and other educational resources. Those who hold the
first viewpoint Should just ignore this category. 4,
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Category
Code liu 5000 OTHER MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE OUTCOMES -----

5100 Aesthetic Cultural ConditionsPreserving or bringing about changes In tastes, level and kinds of aestheticcultural emphasis,
aesthetic-cultural availability and opportunities, aestheticcultural activity and participation, etc.

5200 Organizational Format, Activity, and Operations For organIzationi, groups, and systoms (and their components), maintenance or
change in organizational communications, operational methods and interaction, operational effectiveness, organizational
relationships, organizational arrangement and configuration, organizational activities and programs, and other such organizational
characteristic outcomes.

5300 Other Maintenance and ChangeOutcomes not covereo by any of the other subcategories of "Maintenance" and "Change" in this
dimension of ITte.,Outcomes Structure. An example might be "destruction of life support in the environment."

N.,,,.1.-_.
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Appendix C

An Example of Outcomes Classified with the Structure Using
OutcOme Statements from the NCHEMS Outcomes Inventory

OUTCOME CATEGORY\OF
THE NCHEMSINVENTORY

CORRESPONDING CATEGORY OR CATEGORIES
OF THE OUTCOMES STRUCTURE TYPEOFOUTCOME DIMENSION'

1,1.1.00 Knowledge Development
1.1.1.01 General Knowledge
1.1.1.02 Specialized Knowledge

1..1.2.00 Skills Development
1.1.2.01 Application of Knowledge Skills
1.1.2.02 Critical Thinking and Reasoning Skills
1 1.2.03 Creativity Skills
1 1.2.04 Communication Skills
1 1.2.05 Motor Skills

1 1.3.00 Knowledge and Skills Attitudes, Values. and Beliefs

1.1 3.01 Intellectual Disposition

1.2.1.00 Social Skills Development
1.2 1.01 Interpersonal Participation
1.2.1.02 Leadership
1.2.1,03 Citizenship

1.2.2.00 Development of Social Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs

1.2.2.01 Political
-1.2.2.02 -Racial/Ethnic

1.2.2.03 Personal Ethics
1,2.2.04 Social Conscience

1.2.2.05 Socioeconomic Aspirations

1;3 1.00 Student Health Development

1 3 1.01 Physical Health
1 3 1 02 Mental Health

1 3 2.00 Student Personal Attitudes. Values, and Beliefs

1.3.2.01 Religious and Spiritual
1 3.2.02 Change/Stability

1 3.2,03 SelfConcept

1 4 1.00 Career Preparation

1 4.1 01 Academic Preparation
1_4_1 02 Vocational Preparation

1,4.2.00 Career AttitudesValues, and Beliefs

1.4.2,01 Achie dement Orientation
1.4.2.02 Educational Aspiration
1.4.2.03 Educational Satisfaction
1 4.2.04 Vocational Aspirations

2.0 0.01 Discovery of New Knowledge

2.0 0 02 interpretation ar, ,cation of New Knowledge

2.0 0 03 Reorganization of New Knowledge

(Continued)

0

3002 Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Change Outcomes
3102 Change in General Knowledge and Understanding
3202 Change in Specialized Knowledge and Understanding

2202 Change in Competence and Skills
2252- Change in Intellectual Skills
2252 Change in Intellectual Skills
2232 Change in Creativity Skills
2242 Change in Expression and Communication Skills
2282 Change in Physical and Motor Skills

2312 Change in Attitudes andWalues
2322 Change in Belief s , Commitments,ind Philosophy of Life
2122 Change In Desires, Alms, or Goals

2262 Change in Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational Skills
2262 Change in Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational Skills
2262 Change in Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational Skilli
2222 Change in Citizenship and Family Membership Skills

2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2322 Changein Beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2432 Change in Perception'of Others
2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2322 Change in Beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2102 Change in Aspirations'

2622 Change in Physiological Heath)
2572 Change in Psychological Functiohing
2622 Change in Physiological Health
2572 Change in Psychological Functioning

2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2322 Change in Beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2322 Change in Beliefs. Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
2312 Change in Attitudes and Values
2442 Change in Perception of Things.
2422 Change in Perception of Self .

2272 Change in
3102 Change in
3202 Change in
2212 Change in
2272 Change in
3102 Change in
3202 Change in
2312 Change in
2322 Change in
2132 Change in
2102 Change in
2332 Change in
2102 Change in

Occupational and Employability Skills
General Knowledge and Understanding
Specialized Knowledge and Understanding
Academic Skills
Occupational and Employability Skills
General Knowledge and Understanding
Specialized Knowledge and Understanding
Attitudes and Values
Beliefs, Commitments, and Phllosphy of Life -;

Motivation or Drive Level
Aspirations
Feelings and Emotions,
Aspirations

3312 Change in Research and Warship Knowledge and Understanding

3312 Change in Research and Scholarship Knowledge and Understanding =

3312 Change in Research and Scholarship Knowledge,and Understanding

(Continued)

More than one Outcomes Structure ategory may pertain to a single NCHEMS Outcomes Inventory category in order to best conform to that category,
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C ALE GO RyQt --,.....CORRESPONDINGZATEGORY-OR CATEGORIES-OF-THE
OUTCOMES STRUCTURE TYPEOFOUTCOME DIMENSION (Continued) ,,

__satzsomE
THE NCHEMS INVENTORY (Continued)

3.1,900 Community Development" 4
3.1.0.01 Community Educational Development
3.1.0.02 Faculty/Staff Educational Development

1.2.0.00 Community Service"
3.2.0.01 Extension Services
3.2.0.02 Personal Services
3.2.0.03 Extramural Cultural and Recreational Services

3.2.0.04 Financial Impact on the Community

3;3.0.00 Longer Term Community Effects"
3:3.0.01 Social Impact
3.3.0.02 Economic Impact

.

,

2002 Change in Human Characteiistics
2002 Change in Human Characteristics
2002 Change in Human Characteristics

4002 Resource and Service Provision Outcomes
4202 Provision of Direct Services
4202 'Provision of Direct Services
4102 Provision of Facilities and Events
4202 Prevision of Direct Services
1000 Economic Outcomes

", -0002 Change Outcomes
2002 Human Characteristics Outcomes
1000 Economic Outcomes `

1,

- ,

"The"audience" dimension would account for "community" and the

. .

time dimension of the Outcomes Structure would account for "longer term:

C.
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Appendix D

Possible Copy for a Brochure or Pier Introducing
Outcomes Concepts and the Outcomes Structure-

Introducing the NCHEMS Outcome Structure

A Flexible, Practical Tool to Help Faculty and
Administrators in Their Planning, Decision
Making, and Communication about Educational
Outcomes

1. What Is an Educational Outcome in Post-
secondary Education?.
'Postsecondary education outcomes are the
end results of the processes that occur within
postsecondary education institutions and
programs, such as instructional activities,
research and scholarship activities, and -com-
munity service programs. They include both
the direct results, of these processes and any
short-term and -long -term consequences of
those direct results. Some involve maintenance
of- skills, standard of living, and other individ-
ual and social conditions, while others in-
volve primarily change of different types. -Fur-
thermore, some of them,may be intended out-
comes -while others are unintended. Although
outcomes are generically neutral, people- at-
tach positive and/or negative values to them,
and see - them -as performing or not performing
particular useful functions for individuals, a
particular community, particular aggregates of
people (for example, "handicapped people"),
or otheientit'es such as the environment. One
can focus on outcomes-forstudents;forthe
local community, or for some other.group.

2. What Is the NCHEMS Outcomes Structure?
The NCHEMS Outcomes Structure is a flexible,
integrated, and comprehensive framework and
system-for organizing outcomes and outcomes
information for purposes of classification,
analysis, and decision making. -It was
developed_ by the NCHEMS staff over more
than two years of concentrated effort, and
rests upon many significant- bodies of-previous
work. Preliminary trial use and-review of- this
Structure suggests that it is applicable -to -the
full range of educational outcomes and has a
number of quite practical uses for faculty and-
administrators on college and university cam-
puses.

3. Why Was the Outcomes Structure Developed2

Without agreement on a common language
and context for outcomes, it is difficult for in-
stitutional faculty and staff to communicate
succinctlywith each other across disci-
plinary lines and with important publicswhat
their- institution and/or program is accom-
plishing and how it differs from its counter-
parts. Such communication is especially
important in this "age of accountability." Prior
to now, many people in our institutions have
found it uncomfortable to think and make
plans in terms of outcomes, let alone talk-con-
cretely in such terms, preferring instead to
fcicus exclusively on activities, process, and
"process quality." Furthermore, the potential
volume of outcomes information in post-
secondary education is quite formidable,
which poses a significant barrier to using out-
come information in institutional and.program
planning and management'. Although a number
of attempts have been made-in the past to
develop such a system, none of thetn included
the full range of possible outcomes (which
limited their applicr. "ity), they were often in-
flexible, and in other ways they- proved
inadequate to meet some practical needs.

4. What Practical Uses Does the-- Outcomes
Structure Have?
A. Comriluai_cetion-7-The _terms arid- de f ini-

tions in the Structure can serve as a work-
able common language where the out
come- concepts and relationships remain
constant from one. use_of the outcomes in-
formation to another,. and it can thus
facilitate- effective communication about-
outcomes.

B. Stimulation The- Structure can help create
an awareness of postsedondary education
outcomes and of the need-for focusing =on
them; plus it can serve as a device that will
stimulate people to focus on outcomes in-a
more- systematic and-concrete manner and
to discuss thern

C. Planning; Management;- and Evaluation
The Structure can serve as,,a tool to assist
directly in the following functions: needs
assessment, goal identification, goal
assessment, goal translation, resource
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allOcation, program planning, evaluation,
and outcomes information storage and
retrieval.

D. ResearchThe Structure can suggest gaps
that need to be researched, research data
bank apPlications, hypotheses for-study,
and so forth.

The Outcomes Structure was designed to be of
use, in the, ways described above, at the in-
stitutional and program level. However, a num
ber of faculty who reviewed the Structure and
tried it out in a preliminary manner expressed
the opinion that it also could be helpful-to in-
structors in planning -individual courses.
Several students and a student personnel
worker felt- it could be useful in..helping stu-
dents plan what.they want to get out of college.

5. What Is the Makeup of the Outcomes Struc-
ture?
The,Outcomes Structure is a ,systematic and
comprehensive way to categorize the out-
comes of postsecondary education in terms of
three "dimensions" and to relate outcomes to
one anbther in a logical pattern, or to "struc-
ture"them.

The three dimensions are "audience," "type-
of-outcome,' and "time," and they are
illustrated graphically below:

AUDIENCE TIME DIMENSION
DIVIENSiON

(When is the out.
(Whoa nnattecen,es come expected to
at .s--411etrd-bi-Ine-- occurTor when does-
outcome oo mlend .1 occur"'
ed to tetennt at -o.
Affected by I))

TYPE Of OUICOMEDIMENSION

iWnAt bass enbly +1, Co As .nteNled
6e mamtaineclo, Gnarled')

The "audience" dimension is divided into the
following five broad categories (which are in
turn further divided into appropriate sub-
categories):
1.- Individual/Group Clients
2. Interest-Based Communities
3. Geographic-Based Communities
4. Aggregates of People
5. Other Audiences

The "type-of-outcome" diinension is also

divided' into fiye broad categories, each of
which has additional subdivisions:
1. Economic Outcomes
2. Human-Characteristic Outcomes
3. Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Out- ,

comes.
4. Resource and Service Provision Outcomes
5. Other Maintenance and Change Outcome's

The categories land subcategories needed for,
the "time" dimension vary according to the
audience' and type-of-Outcome of concern.
Therefore, formal categories and sub-
categories are not included in the structure for
this dimension.

Standard definitionsare provided for each
category and subcategory of each diniension,
and straightforward Oocedures are provided
for '"extending the Structure" in the cases
where - still_ more specificity and detail, are
needed. A coding system is also provided, -for
thoSe needing it.

6. Where Canel Find Morelniormation?
The followirig:two documents about the:Strut-
ture are available (fromACHEMS=Publications,
P.O. Drawer P 'Boulder Colorado 80302):

k A StrOcture -for /the Outcbtries of Post,
Secondary EducationPresents six at-. \tributes of an educational outcome and_five
other factors that are important for under-
standing partipular outcomes, and provides
-detailec1=-backg round-dlscussiorfrabout-
each. Gives arCirj-depth:descriptionsof-the
Structure, its rationale, the developmental=
Principles-and evaluative criteria used, -its
development, and it, underlying empirical
support.

B. The Outcomes Structure:An Overview and
Procedures for Applying It in 'postsecondary
Education Institutions Provides an over-
view description of the Structure, gives
'descriptions and examples of Ahe\various
ways that the:Structure can Pe used in a
practical manner at postsecondary institu-
tions; provides- step- by-step procedurefor
three basic processes using:the Structure,
which-can in:turn be applied to a number of.
other tasks; and proYides guidelines -for
orienting people on a campus tO,outcomes
concepts and the Structure, and ior training
people to apply them.
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For those who are interested, another
document is also available that provides a
compilation of information about eactf,of over
80 previous efforts to "structure" educational
outcomes and related con cepts.that were
found in -the literature: Previous Attempts to
"Structure" Educational Outcomes and Out-
come Related Concepts. if additional Infor-
mation or assistance is needed concerning the
Structure, contact NCHEMS.
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Appendix E

Important Questions and CriticiSms of the Outcomes Structure
Posed by Particular Reviewers a

and Responses by the Developers of the Structure

1. By breaking outcomes into component types
and ever more detailed categories, is it not
possible to focus so much on specifics that
one loses sight of the overall, combined whole
which is more than the sum of the parts? This
is a real danger, but it does not mean it is im-
proper- or lacks value to focus on the com-
ponents that constitute -the whole. Rather, it
cautions us to constantly, as we examine a
part, keep in mind the relationship of the part
to/the other parts and the whole. It is difficult, if
not impossible, to adequately describe the
whole without focusing also on each important
component, for example, describing or
analyzing what it- means to be an "educated
person."

2. Could not this attempt to objectify outcomes
and develbp standard categories and
definitions lead to a stifling of diversity, in-
novation, and- change especially if the Struc-
ture is used by administrators to spell out-the
outcomes desired and the process to meet
those outcomes in such specific, precise terms
that there is little room for innovativeness on
the part of faculty members? Institutions and
programs can= be unique in the clientele served,
the outcomes -that are attempted or attained,
and the means used to reach those outcomes.
Prelithiriary use of the Structure shows that the
audience dimension provides a comprehensive
universe of categories of potential clients from
which to choose, and that the type-of-outcome
dimension provides a comprehensive- universe
of outcomes categories from which to choose..
Thus, using fhe lists' of categories as a
checklist could stirnulate consideration of
specific unique audiences and types of out-
comes that might not- have been considered
otherwise.

although administrators could use the Struc-
ture to stifle innovation, they also could,
stimulate faculty to be more specific and con-
crete in delineating the outcomes intended,

and thus encourage consideration of alter:
native ways of bringing about the outcomes
based on the desired end results. The Out-
comes Structure can clearly be used to help
stimulate such concreteness in thinking, as
demonstrated by the joint CASC/NCHEMS
project.

3. Would not the process-of using the Structure
take more of my time and energy than I can af-
ford? To use the Structure as an aid to
development of a complete program of goals,
objectives, and priorities for a- complex in-
stitution and=lts _programs is an extremely
lengthy process. =But -that- process would be
lengthy whetheror not the-Structure -was used
It is 'possible that the systematic approaches
developed for using- the Structure, =the=
definitions and concepts outlined, andfuse of
the-Structure as a checklist of the universe of
alternative possible focuses can- shorten -the
process appreciably. Furthermore, certain=ap-
plioationa of the-Structure do not have to_ be
tirne- consuming to be usefulfor eXample,
Stimulating systematic and more concrete
thinking byJaculty anthstaff of what they:are
trying to acComplish in their programs and
courses, of why they are trying toiaccomplish
those ends in particular ways, and offhow to
shOw others -that they are:accomplishing their
goals. Similarly, experiences at the University
of:Coldrado suggest that:one whO is properly
oriented to outcome concepts can use the
Structure tosvaluate the coverage of extensive
lists of goals relatively quickly and-effiCiently.

4. Does not,the use of psychological jargon for
some terms in the Structure diminish its
usefulness as an aid -to communication -?
Jargon of any type should be avoided
whenever.possible, and an attempt was made
to avoid its use in developing the Structure. But
.for certainioutcomes, particularly-student-out=
comes,:psychological terminology appeared to
be the most generic and descriptive, and the

aReprinted from Chapter 4 of Oscar I' conning, Yong S. tee. S.oney S, Mocek. and Aran L Service. A Structure-tor the Outcomes of Postsecondary Education.(Boulder.
Colorado; National Center for Higher Education Management Systems 19M
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most widely accepted. Council for the Advance-
ment of Small College visitors to the cam-
puses did perceive that the Structure could aid
in "communicating outcomes across disci-
plinary lines." Nevertheless, it is to be hoped
that extensive use of the Structure will sug-
gest better terms in some areas of the
Structure.

5. Does not the fact- that the code numbers are
disconcerting to some people reduce the
Structure's usefulness for them? Possibly, but
it need not be so. Code numbers for each
category were included for two purposes: (1) to
give people a shorthand that would allow them
to record outcomes and communicate them to
knowledgeable others verbally or in writing in a
snore succinct and efficient manner, and,(2) for
use in outcomes information storage and
retrieval systems. For other uses, the codes
could be ignored. This is what happened in
follow-up applications of the Structure at
Spring Arbor College. Interestingly, in the
CASC/NCHEMS interviews. when the respon-
dents referred to particular outcome cate-
gories, they generally ,referred to the code
numbers rather than -the category namefor
example, "Outcome 2240" rather than "ex-
pression and communication skill outcomes."
Thus, some people who initially find the codes
disconcerting may later become accustomed
to using them and actually find them useful.
But users of the Structure are encouraged to
modify it as appropriate for best meeting their
context and needs.

. The orientation of the Structure is foreign to
the orientation of most educatorsthey just
don't think this way. Would it not have been
better and more acceptable to them if it were
closer to ,their orientation in its form and con-
tent? -The authors tried to make the Struc-.
ture as generic, theoretically and philosoph-
ically neutral, and comprehensive in its cover- .

age,as possible, and this guided the develop-
ment of the Structure. One person who raised
this question suggested moving the know-
ledge and understanding categories in front
of the human characteristic outcome cate-
gories, because "they- are- more important to
most educators." But such a change would
have made the Structure =less neutral than
retaining the categories in a.:phabetical order.
The NCH EMS Inventory of Outcome Variables
and Measures, which is the forerunner of the
Outcomes Structure, was closer-in its orien-
tation to, that of the typical educator who will
use the Structure., However, that very charac-
teristic led to criticism -by= some -that many of
the terms used were value-laden *(it was not
philosophically and theoretically- neutral), that
it was too selective in its coverage (not -com-
prehensive), and thatt\it was too specific- in its
orientation, and lacked some internal con-
sistency (not generic).
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Appendix F

Some Materials for Possible Use at
the Campus Orientation Workshops

Page

1. A Possible Workshop AgAda 62-63

2. Sample Transparencies That Could Be Used in Presenting
an Overview of Outcome Concepts-and the Structure 64-73

3. A Relevant Instrument for a Work Exercise 74-77

4. A Relevant Role-Playing Scenario 78
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Poseible'Workshop Agenda*

1. A short introduction that outlines why the
campus may have a need to apply outcome
concepts and the Outcomes,Structure.

2. An overview of outcomes concepts and the
NCHEMS Outcomes Structure, using transpar-
encies such as those included in this appen-
dix. Using color, for example, different color
shades of plastic for different transparencies,
can add to their aftractiveness and attention-
getting quality. Be sure to encourage
questions and requests, for clarification during
the presentation.

3. A short overview summary of how the Structure
could be used to develop lists of- priority out-
comes for one -'s program, using a handout in
which are reprinted Figures 1-5 of this
document, which show what came out of
various stages in the outcome list develop-
ment process for the political science program
at Alpha College.

4. Conduct a relevant work experience that will
stimulate_participants to focus on the intended
or needed program goals they perceive, ways
of reaching -those goals, and how outcome
success' might be- documented for their
program of concern Of responsibility. Have par-
ticipants fespond_quickly to the S,tudent Learn-
ing Outcomes Questionnaire included in -this
appendixor a modified version of itin terms
of the program for which they are primarily
concerned or responsible, and then have them
discuss their responses with one another in
previously assigned small groups. The-en-
ojosed questionnaire is a revised version of the
fatm used in the CASC/NCHEMS campus in-
teryiews to stimulate discussion. As with the
other workshop materials, it is imperative that
the stimulation questionnaire decided on be
tried out in advance and modified accordingly
before, being. used at the workshop. For ex-
ample, you may find that- it should be abbre
viated (any of Hems 6.50 could be deleted easily)
to fit- into the time- slot allotted for it in the
workshop.

'The cortex*, of each agenda .tem annye Ina' s tiond .5 .vniti 4, ,,,ed be
porged_th the formal ogenda sneet to be banded out to watiiistloo oarticioants
along with me time frames tot each

5. Review of the work exercise, where it is to be
shown how the use of the questionnaire and
the follow-up conversation was in fact an ab-
breviated application-of the outcomes Struc-
ture, discussed previously, to one part of
program planning.

6. Conduct a role-playing exercise, making use of
the scenario included in this appendix, which
has the intent of shifting the grobp's attention
to institution-wide outcomes, and outcome-
oriented planning at that level. People to play
the roles should be selected very carefully and
invitations to play the roles should be made
(preferably in person, and they should receive
copies of the scenario at this time) well in ad-
vance of the workshop. fUrthermore, an orien-
tation- session with the role players, that in-
cludes distribution of appropriate-materials
about the Structure and its use, should be held
ahead of time so that they can be prepared
adequately to assume their roles.

For the workshop session itself, it would be
desirable to have them seated around a round-
table with large identification place cards that
everyone else at the table can easily read. In
the CASC/NCHEMS tryouts of this role-playing
scenario, the actors had difficulty responding
in terms =of their own -institution (which each
was asked to do) because the discussion kept
referring to "Alpha College." Therefore, -the
scenario sheet dis.tributed probably, should
refer to your own institution by name (instead
of Alpha College), and the discussion during
the session -then would- also refer to .your in-
stitution by name. It will probably be desirable
to keep the fictitious names (or others deemed
more appropriate and entertaining for =your
group)-for the role participants, however, to
keep it obvious to the group at all times that
this is a role-playing situation designed to be
nonthreatening to eyeryone.-(For this reason
also, a requirement was ma_de for the CAS,C/
.NCHEMS workshops that none of the role
players be playing their real-life role.)

7. Discussion and critique of the role exercise,
including: how it related to reality; problems
and issues related to institution-wide out-
comes; and desirable modes, procedures, and
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times for institution-wide goal setting for this
institution. One person should have been
assigned ahead of- time to take notes during
the role playing, to make observations about it
to get the discussion started, and to lead the
discussion.-

8. Wrap-up session where the workshop leader
summarizes what happened, ties together the
different parts of the workshop. into a
meaningful whole, and attempts _to end on a
note that will stimulate-further thinking and
encourage support, action, and involvement
for campus follow-up effor.3 in this area (this
workshop is only meant to be a brief introduc-
tion to the.whole subject).
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The Six W's'/
(In order to really understand educational outcomes the following Must *be

answered:

What are the characteristics and Makeup of the educational outcorne of
,;concern? ;

Whichinstitutional resources and a.ct:.:tieS are combined, and in which
. ways,.to bring about the outcome? - -.../

4 Fo? Whom, is the outcome intended, or who actually.receive-d'or was"af-,
fected by it? "s

Why Wilkordid;the outcOrne'occur?-

Where will; or did :the outcom&r;ccu.r?

When-will,'or did, the outcornezocour?

0
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Eleven Factors That Are Usetul in
Answering the Six Questions

What Outcomes?
1. Form Products, EventS, and Conditions
2. Change Status Maintenance,and Change.
3. Focus
4..pleutrality
5. Medpurability
6. Output/Impact

Q.
Which Way to Obtain,Them?

7: Producer/Facilitator

Outcomes For Whom?
8. Audience

Why Will, or Did, They Occur?.
9. Ihtended/Unintended

Where Will, or Did, They O_ ccur?
10. Functional Area

When-Will, or They Occur?
;11 Time Point in Time and Duration
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GRADUATION GRADUATION

LICENSING

'PLACEMENTI
OFFICE

WHICH OF THESE DRAWINGS
SUGGEST PRIMARILY STUDENT
IMPACTS AND WHICH:SUGGEST
PRIMARILY STUDENT OUTPUTS

Qa-A_CO_LLEGF ?

GRADUATE
SCHOOL
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---The-NCHEMS-Outcomes-Structure-is-a-
system and framework designed-to
help people effectively organize and
use information about the full range

of postsecondary education outcomes.
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0

AUDIENCE
DIMENSION

(Who receives or
is affected by
the outcome?)

Outcomes Structure

TYPE-OF-OUTCOME
DIMENSION

(What basic entity is
maintained or changed?)

TIME
DIMENSION

(When is the outcome
expected to occur, or
when does it occur?)
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The Major (First Level of-Detail)
Categories for the Audience and

Type-of-Outcome Dimension*

A. AUDIENCE DIMENSION
1. Individual/Group Clients
2. Interest-Based Communities
3. Geographic-Based'Communities
4. Aggregates of People
5. Other Audiences

TYRBOE,OUTCOME DIMENSION
1_ Economic Outcomes
2. Human CharacteristicOutcomes
3. Knowledge, Technology, and Art Form Outcomes
4. Resource and Service Provision Oulcomes
5. Other Maintenance and'Change Outcomes

Each of these categories has subcategories that allow you to focus at a more detailed
and concrete level.
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AUDIENCE

TYPE-Or=-OUTCOME

TIME

B.S. Graduates in
Mechanical Engineering

Percentage of Graduates
Obtaining Their First
Full-Time Job in the Field
of:Their Choice ...

Within One Year
after Graduation
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Uses of the Outcomes Structure

A. COMMUNICATION
B. STIMULATION
C. PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, AND EVALUATION

1. Needs Assessment
2. Goal Identification
3. Goal Assessment
4. Goal Translation
5. Planning and Management
6. Evaluation

Context/
Condition

Resources

Activities.

Outcomes

D. RESEARCH

OBJECTIVES

-Intended- ACtual
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in using the structure, it must be
clearly differentiated whether the

focus is on institution-wide outcomes
or on program outcomes. It_is unwise
to try to focus on both -types of ou-t-

comes at the same, timewhen using the
structure.
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STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES QUESTIONNAIRE
SMALL COLLEGE FORM

Small colleges desire to have various impacts on their students. These consequences (outcomes) of
college attendance that are planned to happen may or may not be expected to vary with the type of
student. This questionnaire will gather information about the particular student outcomes that small-
college administrators and faculty members.are trying to bring about for: (1) the students throughout
the college, or (2) the students in the college program area for which they have primary responsibilities.
Any students completing the questionnaire should respond in terms of.what they as students feel are the
desirable outcomes for their college or their program at the college, and that should be aimed at by the
college or program. For all respondents (administrators, faculty, or students), please decide whether
ynu are going to' respond in terms of college-wide outcomes or in terms of outcomes for a particular
program area. Indicate your decision in Item 1 below, and then respond to the remainder of the question-
naire accordingly, by checking (v') the appropriate boxes and completing the blanks.

1. Please respond to this questionnaire in one of two ways; in terms of outcomes for the college as a
whole, or in terms of outcomes for your program within the college. Choose the area most important
to you:

E7 College-wile outcomes Q Program-area outcomes

2. Lf you answered "program-area outcomes" -for Item 1, what program will you_be referring to throughout
the questionnaire?

3. What is your classification? Check (,) one box and fill in the blank at the right. This information
is needed so that we can describe the diversity of our survey samples. Such identification will be

-presented to others only in the form of group statistics.

4.

Administrator Q (What position? )

Department Head Q (What department? )-

Other Faculty 0 (What department?
1

Student Q (What major?

.then co^siderin,) student outcomes, either for your institution or for your program, would you rather
distinguish between Jotco-e, for ,t,,Jent sJbpopulations, or can you focus meaningfully on desired
outcomes fur all ,tudent) in general'_? That is, are outcomes significantly different-for: resident
vs. commuter; majors vs. non-majors; upper- vs. lower-division, etc.? 0 Yes -Q No

S. If yes, please indicate the two groups whose respective outcomes would b-e most important to plan
for separately, in the spaces below

Group 1 --

(1)

(2-4)

Group 2 -- (9-1

Items 6-55 list some possible student outcome categories. To the right of the page are two columns of
marking boxes that will allJw jut) t.0 rate tne importance of each outcome for the group or groups of students
you indicated in Item 4. If you answered yes for Item 4, only the Group 1 column should be _used. Please
choose from the followinj tnree_catejories in n.akind your ratings, and code as indicated.

ESSENTIAL i5 dent outA.omes that 'lust be a direct focus of planning for this institution or
prof] ram)

IMPORTANT kStvdent Outcure4 that should be a direct focus of planning for this institution
or prp,;ram)

%,c-ho oi, ,/ .91n ac a focus of planning for this
11 .1, I t ....... . .......................... ... N.
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Essential

L

,E

Important I

Not Needed N

6. Academic skills
7. .-Citizenship and family membership skills

8. Creativity skills
'9. Expression-and communication skills

10. Intellectual skills

11. Interpersonal, leadership, and organizational skills

12. Occupational and employability skills
13. Physical, and motor skills

14. General knoWledge-and understanding

15. Specialized knowledge and understanding

Group 1
_E I N

0 L7 L70 0 00 0 0
E7 f 7O 0
E I N

17 L7 00 0 0L7 0
1.7Q Q

Group 2 .

E I N

0 0 0
0 '0 E70 0 0
170 0 Q
E. I , N0 0-0 0 00 0 L:70 L7 Q

L7 L7

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
(15)

(16)
(17)
(18)

(19)

(20)
E I N E I

16.

17.

Desires, aims, and goals
Dislikes, likes, and interests 0 QO L70 0 E20 L:7Q (21)

(22)

18.

-19.

Motivation or drive level
Attitudes and values

00 00 00 00 00 0
E7

(23)
(24)

20. BeliefS, commitments, and philosophy of life Q Q Q ( -25)-

E I N E I N

21-. Feelings and emotions, for example, appreciations and satisfaction. 0 0 0 0 0 0 (26)

;22. Mores, customs,and'standards of conduct (2 0 0 0 0 Q (27)

'21. Perceptual- awareness and perceptions of self, others, and things 0 Q 0 0 0 E7 -(28)-

;24-. Physical fitness, traits, and health 0 0 1_7 0 Q- (29)

25.- Adventurousness and initiative 0 Q Q 0 0 0! (30)

E I N E I

-26, Autonomy -and independence 0 0 Q L=7 (31)

T27. Dependability and responsibtlity 0 0 0 0 0 L=7 (32)

-28. Dogmatism-openmindedness:, authoritarianism-egalitarianism 0 0 Q Q (33)

29. Flexibility -and adaptability 17 0 0 0 Q L7 (34)
;30. Habits L7 L7 CI 0 0 Z:7 (35)

E I -N E 1 N

=31. Psychological -functioning C_7 17_7 g ,0! (36)

-32. Tolerance and persistence 0 CI CI 0 L7 8! (37)

-31. Completion or'achievement award 1_7 17 a 0 Q (36)
34. Credit recognition 0 0 0 0 0 (39)

_35. Economic access, independence,and productivity 0 Q L7 0 0 E7 -(40)

E I N E I N

Image, reputation,or status a 0 a L7- L7 L:7 (41)

-37. Licensing and certification L 7 0 0 0 Q -(42)
38. Obtaining a job or admission toga follow-up program 0 Q 0 0 0 0 -(43)

_39.- Power and/or authority LI /7 0 Q (44)
-40. Job, school, or life Success (other than above) 0 L7 L7 L7 L7 L7 (15)

E I N E I N

41. Adjustment to retirement a 0 0 O Q (46)

;42. Affiliations a 0 0 0 Q (47)

:43. Avocational and social activities and roles a 17 0 a ET (48)

Career,and vocational activities and roles 0 0 0 0 Q (49)

-45, Citizenship activities and roles 0
E

0
I

0
N

0
E

Q L:7
N

(50)

J16. Family activities and-roleg. , 0 17 E.7. L7 0 0 (51)
47. Friendships and relationships 0 0 Q Q (52)

48. New-knowledge and understanding from research and scholarship 0 0 1:3 CI L7 0 (53)

49 Research and scholarship products 0 0 L7 L7 0 0 (54)

-50. Production or preservation of art forms and works 0 0 /_:*. L7 L7 (55)
E I N E I N

-51. Q a Q L7 158)
=52. 0 1..7 Q -(57)
-53. Q Q 17 1.7 (58)
54. 1_7 17 1 1 1 / 1.7 1:7 (59)
-55 O L7 0 E2 0 0 (60)

410TE: IF YOU ARE UNSURE wHAT AhY JF THE ABovL OuTCOME CATEGORIES MEAN, DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES ARE PROVIDED
AN THE MANUAL FOR THE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCJMU, qUESTIONNAIRE, AVAILABLE NUM THE CAMPUS COORDINATOR FOR THIS

STUDY.
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For items 56-60, :noes.: ore of the outco.lr categur;es tnat you rated "essent;a1" and which you have thought
most about prior ti thus time. Indic c:iti-jory in the larc2e box below:

(62-

Now try to think of five specific anc cJuLrete outcomes fur the students of conLern that you would consider
especially important ror this outcome catevo-y, d recura them in the blanks pro,ddea for Items 56-60. For
example, "beliefs, cormdtments, and philoscpay ,f l'fa' could include: developing stuaent commitment to the .

discipline; helping students clarity their philoiuphies of life so that they become coherent, systematic,
and internally consistent; helping stuoants inc,iporate cuursework into their philosophy of life; helping
students internalizea particular prousitior, and deliunstrating commitment through action.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

For Items 61-65, choose one of the out.eme cateyuries that you rated "essential" -but wnich you have thought
the least about prior-to this time. Indicate this category in the large box below:

(64-E

Now, try to think of five specific and concrete outcomes for the students of concern that you would consider
especially important for this outcome category

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

Just because an outcome towards which an institution or program is striving and planning has high priority,
there is no guarantee that any success will occur--that the outcome will happen. And in this "age of
accountability" there are increasing pressures for documentation -that the, outcomes colleges and programs
say they are bringing about have in fact oLcurred. In the blanks provided below for Items 56a -55a indicate some
observations or measures (including self-rep.rt measures, but not limited to-them ) that you feel would constitut
major concrete evidence that the particular learning outcome you identified in Items 56-65 as having priority
are, in fact, occurring or did occur (for example, judges' ratings, score on a particular test or exam, observed
actions or reactions to carefully planned stimuli, increased attendance at certain types of- campus events,
written papers, and observing an oral demonstration by the student):

56a.

57a.

58a.

59a.

60a.
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61a.-

62a.

63a.

64a.

65a.

In the blanks provided below 'for Items 56b-65b, identify some specific student activities,and experiences
you especially think would contribute to the realization of the particular student outcomes that you
identified in Items 56-65 (for example, peer tutoring, participation in political campaigns, community
service projects, organized in-class confrontation debates of selqcted issues, and small diScussion groups):

56b.

57b.

58b.

59b.-

60br.

61b.

62b.

63b.

64b.

Age and sex groupings have often been found helpful in interpreting survey data.
please check (v0 the appropriate box.

-66. What is your sex?

Q Female Q Male

67. What is your age:,

2 4-

For Items 66 and 67,

(66)

Q Under 25 [7 25-35 Q 36-50_ E7-Over 50 (67)

For students, what is your year in school?

i g J 4. s.
E7 Freshman Q Sophomore Q Junior Q Senior Q Graduate or (68)

Professional

Student

t

4.
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O.,

Modified Scenario for the'
Role-Playing Session during the

CASC/NCHEMS On-Campus Workshop

Role's

Nick Knocks College PresidentlCoinmittee Chairperson)
Bill Grave - Vice-President for Finance
Mavis Learned-- Vice=President for Academic Affairs
Eldrige Bridger Vice:President for Student Affairs
Leroy Wowsm Vice-President for Public Relations and Development

. Fredrick O'Tool Faculty representative
Mitzi Gainsmore Student representative
Frank Memory --Alurrini representatiVe
Richard Green Community leader and bank president

The Setting

The Jonathan Doe Foundation-has me,de an -offer
to- Alpha- College to provide i250;000 6f un-
solicited -funds for strengthening= the on going
program of -the-college during the coming yenr.
The only requirements are _that it-be-for items in
addition-to those-currently budgeted fornextyear,
thalsiChotinvolve_fabilitieS procurement,or capital
investment, and that the-college-notify-The foun-
dation-within six. months exactiy whatsrie money,
will be used -to_ do (if the college doe , not meet
this_ requirement, the money= will revErt to_onP-=of
the foundation's other charities).

Upon receiving word of the good news, Alpha
College's Board ot Trustees directed-Presiderd
Knocks to- present tnem in three months with a
priority list of student educational ouii-omes that
the college should especially strive to .improve,
,andiecommendations for fu.- ded supplemental
activities and for materials to bring about- the
desired improvements during the coming year. In
response to this request, President Knocks of
Alpha formed a-nine member committee represe. it
tng the major groups and areas of concern on

"campus. with himself as chairperson. In addition,

o.

an announcement was made to the campus
community that anyone interested could sit-in on
the meeting as an observer. (If an observer felt
strongly enough about something being
discussed, however, they would ,be allowed to-
pass- their= insight or concern on to the committee
in a brief fashion.)

At the committee's first meeting= week they
discussed-a new:Outcomes Structure designed -to
help:colleges decide_on appropriate outcomes-for
their campus. They decided thatspecial_areas,Of
concern were: aspirations; competence and_skills;
morale, satisfaction, and, affective character's,
tics, perceptual characteristics; and psycho,
logical adjustment_ characteristics. They also
decided that- at their -next meeting -they- would_
focus -on developirg; a priority list- of c,oncrete
competence-and skilhoutcomes,_along with vvays_
of improving those concrete -outcomes,. was
also-decided that-any discussion-about-the other
four outcome areas_would-davelo_wait unVfater
meetings of- the group. _President- Knocks just-
now calling their-second_meeting_to order.
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